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•Conflict in Orono

Students,residents,landlords at odds over responsibility
idents ofOrono squared ofT against
their['Maine student neighbors for
Staff Writer
more than two and a half hours of
Eric Beenfeldt ofOrono is tired the four hour meeting
The topic of debate was student
of training University of Maine ou
dents to be good neighbors year disturbances in the Pond Street and
after year. He wants something North Main Street area and what
should he done about them
done about it He is not alone
Inadequate parking, loud late A good-sized group of his
neighbors share his sentiments and night parties and no ing hands of
they let it he known at Monday students crossing and defacing
night's Orono Town Council meet- neighborhood properties were a few
ing at the Keith Anderson Commu- of the complaints resident Karen
Boucias cited. Boucias opened the
nity House
This was not the only topic dis- discussion by reading the follow cussed at the meeting. but it was the ing from a written statement
-We ask the council to wick
most hotly debated Permanent res-

By John Roy

with us to solve these problems
because we believe that these concerns affect us all." she said.
Students at the meeting. who
did not deny they were part of the
problem, did not think their neighbors were being entirely fair.
Some students pointed at the
fact that permanent residents were
not coming to them to talk through
their problems before they went to
the town council or called the('ono
police
"Talk to us."student Matt Walketsaid "We're reasonable."
"It doesn't have to be an antagonistic relationship." student Craig

Lawrence added
The students also attributed
s:tme of the problems to uncontrolable circumstances.
Student Ted Rice, who lives on
North Main Street.explained that a
big problem with the trash in his
yard had to do with raccoons. He
and his roommates now keep the
trash inside to avoid that problem
Student(Iosemment President
('ollin Worster stated that some of
the blame should lie on the shouttiers of the landlords, many who
are absentee
"When students see the landlords let the place go. they let the

place go," Worster said
Many of the permanent residents agreed with Worster and
called for more ordinances to force
landlords into action
Howard Whelden. manager of
InTown Propenies.came to the defense of 'andltini,s.
"There seems to be enough laws
if they were enforced." Whelden
said
Des Eaton. another landlord.
was upset that the blame was being
shifted to them
-The last only allows me to do
See CONFLICT on page 11

•Homosexuals in the military
•Class book author

Bok lets truth shine through in lecture

Sissela Bok speaks to a packed Neville Hall about /Ong and
ethics.(Wickenheiser photo.)

By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
Stoela Bok.author ofthe first
year class book, "Lying Moral
Choice in Pdalic and Private life'.

spoke to acacias-my crowd in Neville
nail Monday .
1!et topic "Truthfulness. Deceit
and Moral Choice- focused on the
revisiom she would make in her
book to incorporate all of the new

concerts and technologies in the
world since 1918 when she amite
"Lying.'Then are new levels of deceitfulness,- Bok said
"Lying is as central as ever."
she said. -The contests have
changed with AIDS, answering
machines and President Clinton's
policy of*1)on't Ask.Don't Tell"
Bok stressed the imporsance
offinding ways to say. things with, maout lying. On an answer.e4.
chine iitoesd ot saying, m not
home right now: people are using jokes, music and siories, Bok
snit WO dr: are not pcogramrUng the mac-hine to tie.
It does not say you are going
to call back if you are not going
to." she said
"It is the honesty trail most
hope for in other people," Bak
said. Parents will say they want
their child to be honest above all

Set BOK oo page II

Advances made in
Snow ROTC case
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Wnter
Many es ems. letters and policy changes have been made since
the University of Maine's 1- acuity
Senate passed a resolution regarding Neal Snow's ins olvement with
the Air Force ROTC and I. aine s
non-discrimination policy
The resolution, sponsored by
the senate's enviionment committee, said the disenrollment of
framer cadet Neal Snow violates
the unt versity s non -discrim na non policy
There are four points in the
resolution 'The first point states
that the senate joins other schools
in urging the IX4mirtiocnt of Defense to rescind its discriminatory
policy. The senate also ui ges
ITMaine President Fred Hutchinson and other administrators to

continue efforts to change the de
fence policy
President Hutchinson,at the lam
senate meeting, updated the senate
on the issue. satisty ing the third
point ot the resolution
Hutchinson outlined steps his
MYKY an other administrators have
taken since Snow disclosed his
homosexuality in September of
1992, including academic appeals
and statements ofsupport for Snow
Two important developments
have taken place during the past
few months Hutchinson sent a letter to Secretary of the Air Force
Shelia Widnall requesting the Air
Force grant Snow "special student
status- in the Air Force ROTC program
Special status students are allowed to take ROTC class for um See ROTC on page

•GSS

Downsizing plan, public safety, hemp issues at student senate meeting
By Ryan McKinrtey
Staff Writer
l'red Hutslunson's downsizing
plan. the leasing ofCabm's field, and
Maine Vocals highlighted last nights
General Student Senate meeting held
in Nevtile Hall
I inns-may of Maine's Pic.derg
Hutchinson began the proceeding%
P1% updating the senate on the current
stain of the much publicized downsizing plan Hutchinson spoke clear)", and confidendy dunng las tone(yet
comprehensive speech. which was
folk/wed tw questions from vanous
members m the nem-capacity audience
Hutchinson said thr plan has -4-i
"action items where he has looked

few the university to save $O million
m }star to be reallocated in high
porwity areas Hutchurion said his
priority was to strengthen Libtaine's
undergraduate piiiu He said this
was possible by maintaining thequality ofeducanon not dimugh increased
positions on campus but instead by
using the morry -Maine has on a
fewer amount ii students Since
("Maine has recrord rye: finding
this sear fnvn the state, he believes
this ts feasible
"It we have the sarne amount of
money to spend over I I.(fl)students
instead ol 11...W.that's gotta make 3
differeire." fluktiinson said
All hut seven ot the action item'.
have been enacted in the ckvannzing
plan The mayor item still in dispute

that most affects students is the inn-ging of the College of Social and Behavoiral Sciences with ttrCollegeof
Arts and Humnines Hutctnnson said
he felt that students wouki riot notice
this very much while I,'Maine would
save S153.000 by cutting the salaries
of one deat one associate dean. Ind
one secretary. He said he was not
going to tome the colleges to merge.
yet something has he done
-Father was, the've get to come
up with the money tS151.011(h."
Hukianson said "We're riot going lo
Nal clown one step 'In official business,the GS. S narnvivb pnwed a it-column to apprise
the leasing of Cabin... Field unless it
See GSS on page -

nt senators at
night meeting (Geyerhahn photo.)
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• German presidential candidate unpopular with populace
• Hopes high on capitol hill for NAFTA

WorldBriefs

• Benazir Bhutto reclaims post of prime minister
•North American Free Trade Agreement

•German presidency

Kohl may have to withdraw candidate Sen.Dodd claims NAFTA open enough
BONN,Gemtans(API -- Chancellor Helmut Kohl s contros etsial candidate lot
the Gemian presidencs is lacing dissent from even within his own parts, and may
has e to withdrawn his nomination
Former East German clergyman Steffen Heitmann is laboring under opinion polls that
false him as little as 14 percent popular support
(her the weekend, leaders of Kohl's Christian I kmocratic 'nion said thes were open
to negotiations w oh the other parties in pursuit of a single candidate for the Mas 21 federal
assembly that will choose the president
With bickering over his candidacs seen as sending disenchanted soters to the left- and
right-ss ing fringe. the expectation Monday was that Ilea mann eventualls would pull out ot

1

the race.
•'1 don't think he'll he able to stand the pressure over the next few months," said
Manfred Richter, parliament leader for the liberal Free Democrats.
In choosing Hellmann last month,the chancellor said he v.anted a man with comers aux e
values from former East Germans Kohl v.anted to show solidanty with suffering ea.stemers
who often feel left out of big-power politics
Heitmann. 44. is unpopular in the east His statements that motherhood is the highest
feminine s'nue,and that Germans should close out the chapter of its Nazi past, Use pros en
unpalatable
Many Germans may agree with these comments, but they don't want a president who
states such sic'...' in public
The German president has little power.hut strong sy mholic clout The current president.
Richard son 31 eiztaccker, has done well for two five-year terms representing a liberal
Germans contnte about its past

•Second chance in Pakistan

Bhutto returns to power
n

151

Benazir Bhutto
MOAB Al). Pakistan t Al',
reclaimed the prime minister's post Tuesdas, getting
her second chance in foe sears to ny to do something
about the social and economic VAX'S Of this imposensbed
Asian nation
But her political honesmoon is expected to he briefer
than in Pall, when her dramatic rise to power restored
democracs and set oft widespread celebrations
"Pakistan is passing through a tough period We are
tthutto told the
lacing sesere economi, problems.:'
National Assembly after she was elected prime minister
121-72 over the man who replaced her in 1990 -- Saw a/
Shan!. leader .ii the comma wise Pakistan Muslim League
Ms Bhuats was congratulated by legislators at the as
semhls and later at the ornate office ot the president, where
she was sworn in But her return to power did not bong
ordinary Pakistanis out into the streets
Many are frustrated with politicians, including Ms Rhin
to. who have been unable to form effectise governments or
ease endemic poverty in the nation of 120 million people
Average annual income. 54411 a person. has not been
nsing. and no more than a quarter of Pakistanis can read or
write Powerful drug barons also arc challenging government authont) in some regions

•Polish politics

Lech Walesa appoints
new prime minister
WARSAW. Poland I AP1- President Lech W alcsa
appointed a new prime minister Monday who is hacked
hs a two-parts coition', with Cornrnuruu mob
Vi aldemar Pawlak. 34, is the choice of the Democratic
Left Alliance made up offormer Communists.and his Polish
Peasants' Party. once a part of the Communist regime
W ales& a staunch anti-Communist gave in to pressure from
the leftist orislibnn on Thuridas and reluctantls agreed to appoint
Pawlak after Itr outgoing goys:nuncio submits its resignation
Also Mondas. Vi aksa accepted the resignat it in el Prime
Minister Hanna Suchocka and asked her to remain in office
until the new government is approved bs parliament
This will he Paw lak • second attempt to give post-Corn
monist Poland a leftist government Last year, he became
.tancl's fourth prime minister %MCC the Communists were
terra:4 1(60). but he faded to form a Cabinet and resigned
,
c center
lass He was replaced his Sus-hooka. ,A11.
a'ier
right government remained in office fit 15 months

4

2

maneusering to %alas U S lawmakers worried about its effects on their constituents. Sen Christopher Dodd said Monday
of winning approval
Dodd. I)-Connsaid he thinks the agreement has a good chance
from Congress next month
"I'm an optimist," he said "I think we're going to pass the treaty."
Although the proposed treat) cannot he altered, "there are clarifications I think that
could he made." said Dodd, a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
chaimian tit the Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere.
'On some of the concerns that are being raised, accommodations could he reached h)
exchange of letters, for instance
'The North American Free Trade Agreement between Mexico, the United States and
Canada would gradualls wipe out trade barriers among the three countries
Although a majorits in the Senate supports NAFTA. the agreement faces a tough
in the Hou e next month Lawmakers are %owned that it could cause a massive loss of
American jobs to Mexico, and hurt local agriculture and industry
Lawmakers in Honda and elsewhere in the South I ret about the trade pact's impact ,
the sugar and citrus industries as t S tariffs on imports are lowered Midwestern legislator\
arc concerned about the effect on wheat farmers
Dodd. accompanied hs the ness 1 S Amhassaanw to Mexico. spoke at a news conference
at the U S Emhasss before returning to Washington fronts isits to Mexico and Nicaragua
lhe Clinton administration has suggested that the NAFTA timetable for reducing tariffs
on products such as citrus, sugar and flat glass could he accelerated NAFTA allows sonic
flexibility on the timing of tariff reruns at

fie,'

WoridDigest

•Column

Sex At
Q:
NI) I
dumpi
before
annise
hoed I
St..
mill! I
him. 1
hovi ge
ow? I gale him eseryth
Now look, what did I gei
ing! Female, Sophomor

A Please remember th
antees in relationships A
that a relationship will la.
somewhat concerned aho
fining lose let me just •
about significant self-sacn
kne ks not marts ring. 11
like your relationship is
gas e him es en thing or at
receised in return A hile
good intentions, it sounds I
losing is doing unselfish
Mahout es er being concei
needs A many r isjust that
more for the relationship.
more.than do their partner
riibk. a person uho is it
tends to grow angry and'.
nrnt that the relationship i
ha\ e a right to he angrs
return sou were looking
learned a s aluable lessoni
future relationships, that
important as our partner
ir a lose relationship. inal.

Resistan
5

3

6
\.
••••••40.

•

Need a

324 N Main ct
Old Town Maine 44

•Prisoner release

•Foriegn currency

Israel frees longest-held France unveils new 50
Palestinian prisoner
franc bank note

Mer

e
U

JERI'SAI..EM I API - Israel released its longest
PARIS tkP t
France's central hank unverles:
Tuesdas hearheld Palestinian prisoner Tuesdas. one ot the first
user-friend!), high-tech SO-franc
concrete achievements of it.. accord with the Palesing the portraits of Antoine de Saint-Lawler'. and his
tine I Aheration Organizatwai
celebrated fictional hero. the Little Prince
The freeing of Salim Hussein Zerai after
sears was
Designed to he more practical and to I.u! counterfeiters the
seen as a prelude to the release of thousands it Palestinians new(sill going
cutIllation Wednesday is smaller than its
over the coming weeks Some I 2.000 Palestinians has-c predecessor and more in line with other European hank riles
been jailed for fighting Israel's occupation 01 the West Bank
The SO franc bill, unrentls worth 514 rtaS is the first in a
and Gaza Strip
series of notes planned to gradualls replace existing I00-.
• • It is what we call a confidence
measure.' said
and SOO franc hills in the next three years
Oded Ben- Ami. a spokesman for Prime Minister Yitzhak
The colorful note features some of the hest-known charRatan "I belies e that some time during the negotiating acters in Saint I.x°pm •classk "The 1 dile Prince. such as
process there will he mare releases • •
the boa who swallowed an elephant the sheep the author',
/era). SO. was let out .-st prison he5 arise the PI 0 had not
n airplane and the tow -headed link prince films"
•s
carried tail ans attacks \tyke the autonom
Sam: 1- super'. a pilot in peacetime a• well as ar `••
signed Sept 11. Bailin said in a statement released ha the shot down his German anti-aircraft forces and killed m
arms
crash in the Mediterranean at the end 4,1 World Vi a II

4:0(
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•Column

•Drowning

Sex Matters

n for
titu-

uval

that
ar

al Iv v
arid

fight
is of

,5ators

fence

artffs

SOMr

Q: I just don't get it.
My boyfriend just
dumped me,on the night
before our seven month
anniversary no less!! I
loved him so much 1 literally did everything for
him. Why can't hr see
how great he had it Mith
me? I gay e him everything. I'm so mad!!
Now look, what did I get in return? Nothing! Female,Sophomore

by Sandy Caron
and balanced and a,equal as possible, make
sure you air getting hack as much as you air
giving to the relationship You deserve it!'
Don't let anyone tell suit that you don't! Best
wishes!!
Q: Ilo we women really have to worry
about HIS ? I heard stortien represent only
a fraction of cases of AIDS,so what's the
big deal F enuile, Junior

Glass
324 N Main St
Toss-n. Manic 44468

cnt
Collision Repairs

24 Hour Wrecking Service

the
an its
}lie%
tin a
100,

char
ich
hrif

at a time ci hen ii alread,s laces strong opposalon to the trade pact from organized
labor and some top congressional Democrats.
The increased taxes would offset money lost when NAFTA v.ipes out most tariffs
and other burners to trade among the United States, Mexico and Canada Tariff reductions would deprive the U S government of about $400 million a year over the
next five years
"We Will ha% e to %irk through the %hole
issue of how we deal w ith the fact that if we
pass NAFTA we have to reduce tanffc,Clinton said as he met with a group of
undecided House members ''That's a $2 5
billion tax -an American consumers that
we sill reduce Under our budget lass, that
has to be replaced in some way

Non-Traditional Student
Plus Club
l'cers Fridas at 4:34i1
Ishds l.ounge, Memorial 'pion

A placefor °kW anklet to moot informally to .vo
827 2331
Ng,tits and
Weekend
827 5634
•If no Ans 989
4030

Memorial Service
in memory of

iled a
hearxi his

Rice and his companions were diving
off a 30-foot lobster boat in search of sea
urchins when the death occurred.
Rice was pursuing a physicians assistant's career at['Maine and was a volunteer
in the cntical care unit of Eastern Maine

11P
Aut

lams

Jonespon.

Medical Center in addition to his studies
Other interests of Rice's included track
and tennis, which he participated in during
his Orono figh School career. He also earned
the honor of becoming an Eagle Scout.
Visiting hours for friends of Rice will
be held from 330-5:30 p.m and from 79p.m.on Wednesday at Brookings-Smith
in Bangor. Funeral sen-ices will he held at
10 a.m. on Thursday also at BrookingsSmith.

Clinton facing objections

Need a Tow?

014

Matthew Oliver Rice, a 24-year-old
University of Maine student from Old
Town,drowned in a di sing accident Saturday morning off Little Spruce Island in

A: Well,for starters, HIV kills you There
is no question that the predominant transmisA Please remember that there are no guar- sion of HIV is still male-to-male. And, while
antees in relationships. While we may hope women represent a smaller percentage of
that a relationship sill last, it may not I am IIIV infected individuals. that doesn't mean
somewhat concerned about how you are de- you shouldn't he concerned. Are you sug- •NAFTA
fining love let me lust say that love is not gesting we should wait until women repreAlvan significant self-sacnfice,orspecitically, sent a higher percentage of HIV+ people?
kne is not martyring. -That's what it sounds Nationally, one in 100 men and one in 800
like your relationship is about_ You say you women is thought to he HIV+, meaning the
ASHINt t INIAPI I aced w ith new
gave him ev en thing or at least more than you ratio of HIV+ men to womeii in eight to one
ornes.
about the North American Free Trade
three
is
ratio
received in return While you may have had However, in adolescents, the
Agreement. President Clinton sought Times
there's
girl;
HIV+
one
every
for
boys
HIV+
that
believe
you
like
sounds
it
good intentions,
day to ci ork around congressional objections
losing is doing unselfishly for your partner not as much difference in infection rates in
to pay ing tor it with a $2 5 billion 13% inv.ithtcut ever hieing concerned aith your own adolescents And,19 percent of the nest cases
crease.
not
—
women
involve
year
whodoes
this
of
AIDS
someone
needs A many r isiust that
•'There are still some practical things to
and do
more for the relationship, or leek that they do men I suggest we all pay attention
work out," Clinton said of the administraourprotect
to
do
%..c
should
know
sic
what
sounds
it
Although
rov vre.than do their partners.
tion's plan to replace federal money lost
noble, a person who is in the role of martyr selves from infection.
under NAFTA Nith increased fees on inter
resentbuilds
slowly
and
grow
angry
to
tends
national airline and entice tickets and higher
of
Prilessor
Assistant
i5
(arm!
L
Sandra
ment that the relationship is not halarced You
rail and truck fees
Huof
hay e a right to he angry You did not get the Family Relations in the Department
Some consen alive House Repubilcans
351
CHF
teaches
.She
Development
man
However,
return you were looking for
threatening to withdraw support for the
are
semester
Spring
the
in
learned a v aluable lessivn to take with you into Human Sexuality
three-nation trade agreement unless the addicent
he
should
Caron
IV
for
Questions
as
are
needs
Your
is:
that
!inure relationships,
of ministration drops its plans to raise internaimportant as y ow partners Next time you are rret4 to The Maine Campus hacement
tional transportation taxes
1903
Caron,
in a love relamoship. make sure things are fair Lord Halt Copyright Sandra L
A battle over taxes related to NAFTA is
lust what the administration doesn't need

Resistance is ultimately futile
WMEB is coming

r"

UMaine student dies
in diving accident

Karl Bean
4:00pm Thursday, October 21st
at the

Newman Center
All members of the University
community are welcome.
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•To health and

•Cultural diversity

International students are valuable asset to UMaine
By Mie Kitahara
Volunteer Writer
I herr are more than 11.000 students at
the I.'nisersity of Maine.about 500of whom
come from other countnes
Salim Mohammed, a business administration graduate student from India. suggests that American and international students need to communicate more
He said international students are tremendous resources for information about
their home countries' culture
"Just say hello to international students
to get to know us," Mohammed said
Pauline Cheng. a College of Education
graduate student from Taiwan said. "It you
see a half glass of is ater. you may think it is
Sall full, but the other person may think that

It's hall empty
"Exchanging ideas,such as how you feel
abota something. with each person is very
important," she said
Cheng said the key to improving relationships with different nationalities is alWay% to talk with each other
Culture is not just based on external
appearance, hut it is also how a person
thinks, she said A person may look Japanese or Indian. hut belonging to those cultures entails more than appearance
"Both American and international students are responsible for their relationships."
Cheng said
lisgenia Apostolova. a senior business
major from Bulgaria, also said the effort of
tmpnn ing the international relationships has
Io tonie from tsith sides

to
It is a good idea to organize es enb
international
and
bring together American
stimients, Aposiolova said She said she does
not often see the interaction between American and international students outside of
classrooms or dormitories
Apostolos a said the Getting Acquainted
Better(GAB 1 program under which international students and American students gel
together and has e conversations is one ex-

ample of interaction
Cheng said some American students are
more open to international students, but
others may be uncomfortable associating
with international students
"Some international students are trying
to become Americanized, and some are in
their little culture groups." she said
Cheng said international students also

has e to make an et fiin o understand American students
In international business. Cheng said, it
is important to know how other people think
It is fbi enough only to get an MBA degree
"In some European countries, some elementary. school children can speak five or
six languages." Cheng said
She said it is a good experience to live i n
another country to understand different cul
tures For example, European people mas
hase a broader world siess because then
country is surrounded by other countries.
Students from all os er the world can
say hello ever) Friday at the international
coffee hour at 4 p ni in Memorial Linton
For information about this and other inter
national activities on campus, call 581
2905

•Drug sting

Vocals founder accused in Maine drug sting
At lit SI .A. Maine API - An underiis er agent's purchase of three pounds of
marijuana snowballed into 10 arrests and
the seizure marijuana and assault weapons,
a prosecutor said Tuesday
The arrests user a 72-hour period last
week included Don Chnsten. founder of
Maine ocals, a group dedicated to the
legalitatusn of marijuana. said District At-

torney L)as id ('rook
lbe raids netted upward of 100 pounds
of marijuana, 15 weapons including .A1(-47
assault rifles. $15.000 in cash and three
%chicle.. the prosecutor said
"The significance of the operation is the
commercial aspect and the tact that it was
%cry well protected by assault-type weaponry • (..rook said

A HERFF JONES DUET

The sting started with an undertoser
purthase of three pounds of marijuana for
S3.000 Tuesday in Randolph. which led
police to a processing operation at a • tutunous- rented house in Carabassett Valley
Crook said
Other arrests were made in Starks. Anson and Madison on Thursday. he said
The most notorious of those arrested was
Chnsten, whose Madison based Maine \0cats has led an effort to legalize marijuana
for medicinal and personal uses
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Security Act.
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courthouse steps in Skow began
Also arrested were Christen's father,
('harks Chn sten. hh.of Anson:David ack son. 111, .Anson. and Harold Craig Dules
11. of Starks. Crtiok said

'
Resident assist
Governing Board officer.

If you've ermoved your work Mi thme

Its An Offer That'll Rock You ..

'I think Chnsten has been using tlit
First Amendment and the ‘'ocal operation:,
a cover for a major drug growing. processini.
and distribution operation.' Crook said
Cmok said the ins estig anonwasn't aimed
at nabbing Christen. who has pros oked local authorities by smoking marijuana on the
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•To health and long life

Family security act topic ofHealth Speak Luncheon
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By Margaret Rogers
Staff Writer
Health care is now becoming an issue in
Maine, as the state I egolature introduces
LB 285, otherwise known AS the Family
Security Act.
Rep. Mary Sullivan of Bangor spoke on
the bill's progress yesterday at the Bangor
Lounges. Memorial Union. This was the
second Health Speak luncheon in a series
this year sponsored by Cutler Health Center
and the Memorial Union
Sullivan spent six years in the Bangor
City Council before being elected into the
Legislature last November.
"It's not a case of waiting tfor Clinton'.
plan lo take effect).- Sullivan, a math teacher
and representative of District 117 at the Maine
House, said "It's a case or getting in on the
ground floor It's an issue for everybody.''
Sullivan encouraged the 40 people who
attended the lecture to visit the state Legislature. get involved and maybe rim for office
Sullis an. a member of the Labor Committee and the Housing and Economic Development Committee, discussed the 10part hill that w ill he soled on in January
All residents of the state of Maine will he
covered under the proposed plan. which will
impose a 5-cent per package increase on
cigarettes if passed 1-(x-using on primary
and presentive care, the plan will allow
recipients to choose their own doctor and
hospital. or other set's ice pros ider
The plan would include hospice sets ices,
laboratory test and imagery procedures. rehabilitative sets ices ;Ind generic prescription
drugs and des ices, among other sets ices

Currently, the state derives its funding
tor health insurance from nine sources: premiums. co-payments. out-of-pocket payments. worker's compensation, auto insurance and federal, state and local taxes
According to Sullivan. the proposed plan
asks individuals and businesses to pay once
into a health care mist The premium for the
plan is based on is ages and unearned income
of individuals - Businesses will pa, a health
assessment fee and new, or low -wage. businesses will he assisted with a -hardship fund"
lime proposal will save an estimated 5270
million in health care costs and will entail
merging many state health departments into
one publicly acceptable. non-profit agency.
There will he three full-time, salaried
members in the Maine Health Care Council
who will be appointed by the governor. At
least one of these members will be a health
care provider. Their purpose will be to direct, administer and oversee the state health
care agency, Sullivan said
'rater the Maine Health Cam Council will
bean independent executive agency to administer and Over."' the plan and its trust fund
This sector of the agency will be authorimd to

issues at
Mary Sullivan of District 117, Maine House, speaks about health-care
Photo.)
the Healthspeak '93 Luncheon series in the Union Tuesday (McIntyre
Even though the plan isn't perfect, Sulliconduct studies and analyses. into health care
considered.
imies and they may propose grants for re- van is hopeful that the bill will be
'There could he a number of thinas that
search purposes, while reporting to the Maine
we'll have to go hack and fix later." she said
Health Care Council, Sullivan said
the rigtit
The propiced plan will require $400.11111to 'I think it's certainly a mar( step in
direvtavn
1.111 he repcud b), January 119%.
'
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Qeminder:

AFUM Meeting Today
Wed. Oct. 20
140 Little. Hall at 4 P.M.
lncludin8 ciiscumion with Nem Kinky. new AFUM trrIi

Eat In or Take Out
827-7297

T
45.N Min Sr am raw/
rt97

Great Food - Great Prices
Daily Specials

Soups - Stews - Salads
Sandwiches & much more
Breakfast Specials Daily
Serving 6All to 1 pot
Weekends All Day

.d3eAlip

Hours Monday thru Saturday
6Am to 2pm
Sunday 7Am to 2pm
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No MSC
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Lunch
Specials
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Specials
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942 2794
tax !Franklin St. Sarager
Come on down tt', worth the trip,.

Inkta'ailoa
College Season Pass

$350
Through October 31st
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the Athletic Ticket Office
8:30 am - 3:30 pm.
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Greeks give Halloween treat to local communities

•Haunted house

If you're looking for zombies,ghosts.%Cars.
sights and a fnghtful time for kids of all ages
then the haunted house is for you
The haunted house is open to everyone and
free for all Alpha Gamma Rho is asking for
donations to go to the Children's Miracle Net-

ma Rho. said
The haunted house has taken place for
sever-al sears Alpha Gamma Rho and Delta
leta sonsnts have been past participants fhe
other organizations involved with the project
this yrar are Phi Mu and Beta Theta Pi
'It's the lira time that this mans Greek
organizations have come together at the same
time to dosomething for the community,"Alles

work.
The Children's Miracle Network works
with seriously ill children.
The haunted house is for kids, so we
wanted the money to go to a chanty that does
somethu* lot kids," Todd Mies, Alpha Gain -

said.
This year there are more Greeks involved
which will ensure more fright and effect They
hope io raise more of a profit to donate to the
Children's Mira.le Neva k
"It's a chance to work together with other

By Yolanda M. Sly
Staff Writer

member. ot the Greek community," Nicole
Austin, lielta /eta, said
lhe haumn1 house is going to he diY Ord
into loin separate sections, with each floor
has mg it's own theme One of the themes is a
haunted zombie „,,
The haunted house is for kids of all ages
Their will he people outside dressed up in
costumes to take people through the house and
there is a secret code which will let the "scars
people"loans what ki nd ofage group istounng
the house -- sshetherutsliflkkisjs.olderkidsot
adults This ensures that little kids will not be
too scared, and that esrryone has a "frightful"
time

the feeling among the Greeks is it will he
a good time for everyone who's involved,
while giving something back to the conunumty They also hope this will show they do care
about the community and are not here just to
have a good time
did it last year It was a lot offun The kids
had fun It shows :reek unity It also shows to
the conununity that the fraternities and somnties here at the t lniversity of Maine are here to
do something for the community We aren't
hem just for social reasons," Austin said.
The haunted house will be open Thursday,
Oct. 28,between 7 p.m and9p.m at the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity. house

•Dance dub

Social scene opens up for under-21 crowd in Bangor
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Base nothing to do because sour under
21'The VS arrhouse is the solution to your
problems
The Warehouse is a new "high energy"
night club which is going to he located on
Bangor's waterfront The club is non-alcoholic and geared toward college students
The Warehouse is planning to open in earls
December It will feature the largest sound
vs stem and light show in the state with -high
energs music."and mise% that can't be heard
any w here else
The owner of the club. John Bner, is no
stranger to Maine or the night club scene

lie's a Unisersits of Maine graduate who
opened Club Rosy, Maine's largest night
club, and one of New England's largest
night clubs sshich he cold in 1991
He understands the need for students to
go out to has e fun in an alcohol-free environment -Our goal is to provide a state of
the an high energy dance stub where soung
adults can socialize without the dangers and
complications that arise when alcohol is
present.- Bner said
"1 feel this theme of being able to he
socially actoe without needing alcohol
preset',: is one of the thoughts the unis ersits
us trs ing to convey to the students "
Ile and his partner Bran Hanson. 3
!oh s
\tille stlidt ni. !eel

cessful due to this need
"This is an alternate to drinking Many
clubs have off nights where underage people can go. but this is a place where people
can go all of the time This is a place where
people who aren't old enough to go to other
clubs can dance in a big city , high-energy
atmosphere." Brier said
The Warehouw should attract all kinds
of students from all over
Hanson said The Vs alehouse is a "great
forum for students" and it will attract a -mix
of college students over 21" as well
A number of students feel this new club
is a great idea, especialls since there isn't a
hole lot to do around Onsno if you are
1 OtieT

"This club is a good idea because, being
under-aged and knowing a lot of underage
people, there isn't a lot of places where we
can go," Elaine DiTalco, a l'Maine student,
said
"It's a good idea, people will hase the
opportunity to have a good time. There's not
much a% ailable unless your 21 Evers-thing
around here is geared toward those 21 and
up Ken's.). Mitchell. a UMaine first-year
student. said.
"The only problem with this is if y sunger kids can get in, because college kids will
quit going," Mitchell added
leC 3 good idea it II keep people from
dr streets,gemngdnunl.311d if II Arc-ppm
Jesse Hoffman. a 'Maine student. said
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"I find it frustrating that Neal, who was
versity credit,and he authorized by the ROTC
unit commander to attend cla ,s and partici- president of Senior Skulls-- which hart: wompate in Leadership Laboratory. However, en at the meetings—at the same time gripes
the student is not eligible for a commission that he can't take part in ow activities."
Adding to the situation is the status of
or field training
John Diamond. university spokesman, AER 325,the tradership I ah course. Rose
said the university feels it should have con- hush said the leadership lab was dropped as
an academic class in January, in accordance
trol regarding access to classes.
To date, no response has been received to President liutchinson's downsizing plan
"We are I 00 percent in line with what the
regarding Snow's status.
"From the senate's perspective, we're University of Maine wants us to do," Rosewaiting with the rest of the campus to hear bush said."
Rosebush said that since Snow is no
from the Secretary of the Air Force," Facullonger a cadet. and Leadership Lab is now
ty Senate President Virginia Gibson said.
Lt. Col. Michael Rosebush, UMaine's an activity, Leadership Lab is no different
ROTC Detachment Commander, said that than other activities on campus_
—There's no difference from (the lab.)
Snow is taking courses available to all stuactivdents, hut not as a cadet. Snow was disen- fraternity activities. All Maine Women
said.
rolled as a cadet because he lied on govern- ities, or football activities,- Rosebush
legal
possible
at
looking
also
is
UMaine
ment documents
"All he's been excluded from is the cadet action on Snow's behalf in the case. Diamond said that option has been explored.
activities." Rosebush said

UMaine cannot sue as an individual institution, Diamond said, so the matter rests
with the University of Maine System's board
of trustees No action can he taken until the
BUT decides whether to sue
"We can't go any further unless the BUT
gives us the green light," he said.
Any legal action taken would he on the
system's behalf. Diamond added.
Rosebush said he feels the Air Force
ROT(' program has been held to information that has changed over the past year. He
cited the new Department of Defense pilicy
change of "don't ask, don't tell" and the
dropping of the Leadership Lab as a clas as
examples.
"The Air Force ROTC is still held accountable for actions tlat were the state of
affairs a year ago," he said.
Rosebush said that there's been "less
than a complete picture" given regarding the
whole affair
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GSS
is currentIs used by students,it it was going to he
taken away Mar, students' use, the university
should get hut niarket satire for the land
In earlier questssungon the adniins.trauc is stance on the CANIC1TI1C11011 of the ixthcr
ais, fire complex, Ilukhinson said that as a
matter of policy. he is opreiseti to selling any
university property But -in the interest of safety
on campus. particularly fire safety, I think it's a
good idea.- Hutchinson said
A new club on campus was given overwhelming preliminary a.ppmval by the tiSS
The l'ruversity of Maine chapter of Maine
V is.als. headed hy Penobscot Hal: senator Ben

v.as given fair markei aloe Pus stemmed from
an earlier resolittx in that was wntten to oppose
the town of Orono nutting a police department
there. That resolution was rewonied hecatre
many senators said they felt it contained antagonistic and inaasirate swilling that would only
foster a had relauonshig with the iown
ainanoaration and hien]of tru4
ea have already pen the town preliminary
appnwal to Punkt a polar and fire depadment
building in the Irk]with die lease to be one dollar
per year for 99 years Many senators objected to
tie kw.rent the university wektkitwelvefrom the
town. The general consensus was since this land

Chipman,is a non profit orgnization dedica ed
to educating the public about the ales of ha tip
in attempt to esentualls legalize the plant. With
.al given by the GSS, the
preliminary rpm,
group must sta., together for a full year befi re
asking the senate for am funding
Much debate followed('hiprnan'soprnimg
remarks about what Maine Vocals will attar rit
to do as campus Many senators hmught pt
venal concerns to the floor more about the plant
in general. rather than about what the group
actually plans to do Anthony limey spoke a
d concerned student on the issue when asking
the Sallie 10 approve its

'Marituanna is not this big evil thatits always

teen thoughtouttote,"Bass,.said.-55bat you'se
been aid all you hfe afro it is gretty much a he."
Bill Reed also spoke as a concerned student
on tie issue befoir the gnxip received its apnw al He asked senators to take their personal
feelings out ofthe subject add recognize university policy whai dealing with ficeiniofspczrJi
on immpitc He said it would be "very dangerow"for the senate to not allow Maine Vocals to
be iroogruzed as a legitimate 4tudent group
"Any groupshould have a nght to speak and
I urge you to give Maine Vocals an opportunity
to exist on this campus Reed said
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StateNews

• Moose attacks biologist
• Bombing case heats up

•Field of drean

Field

• Possible potato wars
•Criminal identity

•Inmate homes

hness
Portland refuses additional Prosecutor defends thoroug
. lion in bomb case
of in' vestiga
int' nate halfway houses
PORT._AND. Maine(AP)— The city's
refusal to consider accepting any more halfKay house,for prison inmates "smacks of
mean-spiritedness:. a law scholar said Tuesday
The City Council. which contends Portland has more than its share" of such
facilities. voted 7-2 early. Tuesday to prohibit any more pre-release centers NA !thin
city boundaries
Councilor Cheryl A Leeman first proposed the ban last month dunng a heated
fight over a proposed halfway house for
federal prisoners in her neighborhood The
Planning Board denied a permit for that
tacility
Orlando (*tom who teaches land-use
law at the University of Maine Sclool of
Lam, said the city could he sued tu er the
measure
•'Whether we like it or not. halfway
houses are nece .sary and legal, permissible undertakings • said Delogu ''Regulations can he legally sustained Prohibitions will almost certainly land us in
court

Leeman denied Delogu's claim that the
onlinance "smacks of mean- spiritedness '
"There's not a mean bone in my body."
she said. "I do this out of personal conviction"
Leeman chairs a council committee that
has already proposed toughening restnclions on all group homes for pnson inmates.
mentally retarded people. mentally ill people and people receiving treatment for drug
or alcohol abuse The council has tabled
those toning proposals
For some people, the issue concerns taxes
Halfw ay houses. which are tax-exempt.
should pay property taxes or some other fee.
said Ra Pottk. who identified himself as a
Portland homeowner
He said other municipalities should start
welcoming the homes
•'We're not here to sa that halfway
houses are not necessary .•' he said
"We have had enough here What about
these other communities What about West
brook and South Portland and
Scarborough'''.

FARMINGTX W.Maine I AP)— The pros es-ittor in the case ofa Jay man accused oftry i ng
hImA up his father's car said Tuesday she is
confident the nght man is charged, despite his
parents' suggestion,to the contrary.
Distnct Attorney Janet Mills said police
have asked Jonathan Johnson •s parents from
the outset to suggest other people w ho might
have planted the bomb, hut that they base
not offered any names
Mills said the materials used in the bomb
were similar to fireworks that Jonathan Johnson had a few days before the bomb was
found Also,she said the family dog regularly harks at outsiders yet did not hark during
the apparently elaborate process used to
attach the bomb to the car
"It's a circumstantial case, hut a %cry
good circumstantial case." the prosecutor
added
Lewis Johnson acknowledged that his
son is "an excellent suspect, hut we want to
know who else it could he"
"They haven't checked out other possibilities." the father said Monday
His wife,Cliristine. said the family used
to lease their home and the garage where
police helm% e the bomb w as made unlocked
She said other people had access to and
know ledge about the garage
e're cons inced that we's e got the

nght guy." Mills said Tuesday
The younger Johnson is charged with
attempted murder, criminal use of explosives and reckless conduct with a dangerous
weapon in connection with the June I incident in which a homemade bomb was discovered in the gas tank of his father's 1988
Ford Taurus It did not explode
Jay police Chief Fr?and Farrington declined to comment on the parents' cnticisnTuesday
The Johnson.. sat with their son during a
court hearing Monday on his lawyer's unsuccessful motions to suppress certain e% Orrice
The defendant and his motticrexchanged notes
and talked softly during the hearing
Lewis Johnson. 3 former school admm
istrator who has taken a job as a teacher
sincethe incident, said he finds it difficult to
visit his %on, who is being held at the Fran,
klin County Jail in Farmington
'It's a father's worst nightmare, and it
just goes on and on... he said
Mrs Johnson said she feels "caught
the middle.'because she visits her son rege
lady and continues to support her husband
At Monday's heanng in Farmington
Superior Court Chid Justice Thomas Dela
hanty Ill refused to suppress as evidence a
statement hat the defendant made to police
the day after the bomb was discos ered
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Field of would-be challengers narrows
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At 415 FA, Maine(API The field of
%mild be challengers to Sen George .1
Mitchell nammed Tuesday as one Republican prospect said he was no longer intere,ted but two others courted speculation
that they will enter the race.
State Rep Richard A. Bennett of Norway said he decided not to seek the GOP
nomination next year because he believes a
primary fight would' irreparably damage'
the party's prospects in the general election.
Bennett, a second-term law maker who
serves as vice chairman of the Maine Republican Party, said he is convinced that the
Senate Democratic leader can he defeated
• !nfortu natel y,getting our message out
'
and participating in the deflate demands a
lot of money. Spending scarce dollars to
win 3 primary and delay ing the availability
of some contributions until after the primary a mild harm the general election effort'.

Bennett said in a prepared s wen tent
Bennett's, decision left state Rep Ste
phen M limkilion of Mount Desert as the
most likely to become the first declared
GOP candidate
"We are going to run You can look
forward to an announcement shortly,'• the
fourth-term lawmaker said in a telephone
interview' from his home.
Also considering a campaign is Glenn
MacNaughton, a businessman and political
newcomer from Greenville who is a state
leader of Ross Perot's gnnip. United We
Stand America
MacNanhton,40, whose company markets Chnstmas wreaths, maple syrup and
honey through a national network of school
groups and non profit organizations, said he
hopes to build a Perot-like coalition of Republicans. I/etnocrals and unenrolled voters
How es et. he said he did not expect to

lance hioakicast announcer, said the lion's
shale of Mitchell's funds conies from out of
state tit nkillon said he also must look out
side of Maine to raise enough money to

make a dm killn before January, her,ituse the
end of the year is the busiest time for his
business
"I'll hase (K hour days between now
and Christmas," he said led he silly to
annouike and then do nothing" to advance
the campaign
Mitchell, who faces his third election
campaign since being appointed to replace
Edmund S. Muskie in the Senate in 19I40k is
already close to reaching his self-imposed
$2 million fund-raising limit for the 1994
campaign. aide Larry Benoit said Tuesday
Zimkilton. 35, has enlisted the help of
businessman Joseph C Fogg III, who was
the finance chairman of Robert Dole's 19814
presidential campaign. to help him raise
money nationally
firnlolton, who serves as the assistant
minority leader in the Maine'Josue of Represematis es and makes his living as a free-

compete.
" le s the one who set the tone here.•• he
said of Mitchell

•Potato trade

•Ineffective rescue attempt

Moose destroyed after attack on biologist
DURHAM. Maine API -- A game wan den killed a Hind bull moose Iiiesday after the
1,100-pound animal attacked a biologist who
shot it ith a tranquilizer dan in an attempt to
rescue the confused beast
Neither the mien nor the biologist was
seriously injured
AN'arden James Ftnian said the moose had
been Waxier* in circles for seseral hours in
a field at the intersection ofstate Route I 6and
Rabbit Road in Durham by the time he showed

up around 9 10 am Downs of people lines"
both sides of the busy road to watch the rescue
effort, he said
"lie was totally blind." Bassein said ' But
he certainly had a keen sense of smell and a
keen sense of hranng
Brown called in the biologist. Warren
Eldridge. who shot the moose with a tran quilizer dart in hope that the sedated animal
could he transported to the state game farm
in nearby. Gray

But before the drug could take effect, the
wind shifted direction The wrist picked rip
themen'scirra about 15feet away and charged
"He smelled us and he came for us,—
Brown said"And I mean he came for '•
"He stood ngla on his hind feet and kink
about three leaps andcharged," the warden said
The men tried to take cover in some
hushes, but the moose followed and was
nearly on top of Eldndee when Brown shot
the animal from a distance of about four feet.

This spud's kor you
PRESQlIli ISLE. Maine(AP1— A factfinding mission will arrive before Thank'going to examine Prince Edward Island and
New Brunswick potato exports to see if they
are unfairly subsidized, officials said
Maine's congressional delegation, whir.h
urged U S Trade Representative Mickey
Kantor to send the task force. contends the
state's potato growers are tieing him by
subsidized potatoes from Canada
'anailian imports, combined with a hat
farmers have told us are numerous unfair
Canadian trade practices and support programs. put Maine's industry at a ses eft cornprints e disadsantage.'' the law-makers said
in a statement
Das e I a‘N a), executive director of the
Maine Potato Doan]. said the issues he expects the tact-finding mission to examine
have been a sore spot for a long time with
Maine potato producers
Farmers w anted them realised mister the
General Agreement on 1 miffs and Trade -or GAIT-- talks and under the CanadaU S fret trade agreement But the issues
remain unsettled, he said
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EditorialPage
•Column

Something stinks
I

Michael Timberlake

If. you stink. it onls makes sense to take a shower But now
SMOKING POT'
we base another alternato e
I would like to thank the Unisersity of Maine for pros Ming
me with all the facts about drugs and alcohol in the publication I
found in no mailbox todas titled "Information about Alcohol
and Drugs for Student,and Empfoecs ol the l'noersitx of Maine Ss stein If it
weren't for this I might nese!''lase taken a shower
You see, in one section of this pamphlet I was told that one of the health risk,
associated with manmana use is "carelessness about personal grooming One
look in the mirror or at the abose photot rimed the truth in this statement Once
I was able to come down off ms high. I immediatels took, my first shown in

it
I

•••••••
,
4

%Seeks
Aim mos that lin clean. i would like to expand on more of the health nsk,
listed for manniana use talth.wigh it is hardlx necessars in light of the complete
nes,and well rounded discussion Mat the pamphlet put forth)
First and foremost of all the problems are "distifrtions of nine. realitc, and
perception. often impairing short-term memory " Back when I was foolish and
smoked pot. I thought that these were the things I was looking for Now I realite
that thes are merels risk, to my health
Not onls this. but ms hods expenenced ph sisal changes when I used manilla
na such as -red es es" isshich. although I couldn't see or feel them, are a genuine
health nski. dryness in ms mouth resulting in a smasing for water. and a "sudden
appetite "
This last thing especially threatened ins health hecause I tended to run to the
Bear's Den at all hours of the kid% and night in search of a I'll/a Hut pi/z4
Before I stopped smoking I couldn't wait until Dunkin' Donuts,v expanded onto
campus 1
Possafk addishon is. • also on the list. which was scar. because I know what
cigarettes and was scorned
that's all about I once thought I was a...MI.1rd
he,auwe I knew Me% were had But. gosh. the. pale in companson to the CN II,of
mantuana I think I'd rather take no c ham es on Ws/ getting lung cancer 'also on
these things happen to me
ihe list than basing
And last but not least on the list of health nsks is "apaths "In fact, if it weren't
tor the red es e -ipener that I got froni reading the umsersits's pamphlet. I proha.
hls ney er would have *mien something like this to you Before that shower I was
plagued with things like 'listlessness, tiredness, and inattention"
look at the high rate of apathy on this campus and figure cyersone must smoke
prw I
SO I would like to take this hailer to tell you that I care about sou, and that the
unisersits k are,atinsUI sti SAc wouldn't want %Asti to he misled hs ansone
read the pamphlet
ifwhorl 1/Reiser-late is a lean person who frail:es Mai not esservonr feels the
urine way he dsws, so hr certain's doesn I etrsect everyone to take a hos..rr riot
is is)area r familiar w ith Ow le. hnsato ;he
hecanse #w did Also for those of la,
roots
please
lle would also late ro remind eve.etrwer• that it is harle ct Yeayon
thiprsori WM, hss-al Ciossonis
Cl1h11.117
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•Foliage

They couldn'tleave the leaves?
A saunter across campus this time
ot %ear is one of the hest expenences
that can he had at the University of
Maine.
Fall really is the season this campus
shines in all of its glory Big wispy
trees blow in the crisp breeze, the sun
casts shadows from the dome ofStevens
Hall. and the ground is covered with a
multiplicits of grandiose colored
leaves
Walking across the mall on the was
to the commuter lot. feet shuttle mounds
of cninvhing. crackling lea's es As thc
v% Ind blows, the dance in sw iris and
spirals for an one to watch inestnerThe leases are the perfect companions during those long, solo iourness
from Hilltop Commons to that late afternoon class all the was in Nutting
Hall The chase and follow each other
like a pupps plasing under one's feet
Then act as an instigator. begging the
thoughtful student to step faster in order to %atch up and then pushing them-

selves forward—always just out of
reach.
Well, not meaning to break int‘
this surreal la-la land of a commentan
hut the fact is this comforting myth of
reassurance is not happening. If you
didn't enjoy the leaves last week. you're
out of luck. buddy. Somebody mowed
'em down'
Now what's the idea here Who
mowed down all the leaves on the mall
and whs..' Just because we're college
students doesn't mean we've forgotten
the it'll of piti!. tog in a pile of leaves
Well. it's hack to the old g.nnd
stone because the leaves are quickly
disappearing and it's not that they're
being spirited aw ash a gentle hreeze.
either. We're talking a cold, mechain
cal monster that chews them up and
hags them
There were still a hunch of leaves
lying low on the Winslow side of the
librars at last check. Enjos them while
you can Nest thing you know, they'll
be pushing snow around.()LP)
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•Gender equality

Spotlightshouldn't- distriminate
American societs places conflicting and constraining demands on
women, as is p%%rtrased in different
forms ot the media
V% e sav we respect strong, mdependant w omen A e admire Connie Chung.
Maria Shnver, Linda Hamilton in the
"Terminator- series and Sincad
O'Connor V% e nsa. go so tar as to wish
we were more ltke them,or that omen
like them were in our lives
But we. or at least the male we,
would still like Connie. Maria.
and Smead to come home and make
%linnet after a hard das's reporting. killing, singing or insulting religions
Vt c encourage women to succeed.

to show drive and assert themselsc,
WC USUali) demand, however. that
they submit to an mherant male dominance. thus putting a ceiling on their
achiev ments
This is pertpetuated hs the med
Sara Conner ma v he strong in 12.
but .he is still outs,,one b% Arnold
There is rarek a MO% IC or tS show
teaturing woman which truly features
a woman There must alwavs he a man
•."e the tia‘. or at the sees least. for
the woman to show a weaker side
Be lair and honest in sour deal
Trs to keep e‘pectattons constant and
don't he surpnsed when women. and
others.eweed those e‘pc.oalions
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kicks off to a great start on
Welcome students. staff. faculty. friends, an41 alumni! This year's Homecoming Weekend
and everyone is welcome. Lots of
Fnaay with the Homecoming Canoe at Lengyl Gym. The dance begins at 9:00 p.m.
Homecoming football game on Saturexciting events are taking place over the entire weekend — the highlight is the
kickoff is at 1:00 p.m. Also on Saturday, the
day. The University of Maine is hosting the University of Connecticut and
Show your spirit, support your
Women's Ice Hockey team holds its first alumni game at 4:00 p.m. at AFfond Arena.
teams, and have a great weekend!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20
Maine Outing Club•A general meeting for all who are interested
•7:30 p.m.•Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Ecumenical bible Study with four Orono campus ministers
•1912 Room. Memorial Union•12:15-1:00 p.m.• Every
Wednesday.
Chess Club•Every Wednesday •6:30-11:00 p.m.• FFA Room,
Memorial Union • All chess players are welcome.
Garners Guild • Every Wednesday•6:00 p.m.•310 Stevens
Hall • For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
UMaine Dance Company •5:00 p.m.•Laney' Dance Studio
• Anyone interested is welcome• For more infornuitior
call 866-4549.
breakfast at the Rams Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day?• As much coffee as you car
drink •7-10 a.m.•$3.00.
College Republicans • Meeting Every Wednesday•8:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge , Memorial Union •For more information
call Karen Williams at 581-7746.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers •6:30 p.m.• Peabody Lounge.
Memorial union • Every Wednesday• All are welcome.
Daily Mass •4:45 p.m.•at the Newman Center.
Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
•"The eCrtetC4,y Eet Was Us: The History of Spruce Run
( A Report from WIC's Feminist Oral History Project)
• with project scholars•12:15-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Cali con lecke• A non-profit café in Hart Hall welcomes you!
• Hours are 7 p.m. La midnight Monday-Friday
• 9 p.m. td midnight weekends.

Soup Kitchen • Mushroom Strudel• Nightly vegetarian meals
are served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat for $4.25•5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
University Democrat*•6:00 p.m.•1912 Room, Memorial
Union • Everyone is welcome• For more information call
Gwyneth at 866-4748.

breakfast at thi
meal to
drink•7-

A Taste of Howl
$1.00 doi

Soup Kitchen •
meals ar
Juices.•

• Damn
HARM.• Organizational Meeting of UMaine NARAL (National
Abortion Rights Action League)•3:00 p.m.• At the
Women's Resource Center, Fernald Hall• For more
information call Julie at 827-6840,or the Women's
Resource Center at 581-1225.
Movie: "Stand by Me"•7:00 p.m.•101 Neville Hall • Admission:
504 with UM student ID. $3.00 others• Jo-sponsored by
TUB and ROC.
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra •conducted by Kurt Masur•The
evening's program will include works by Beethoven and
Medelssohn •7:00 p.m.• Maine Center for the Arts
• Admission for students: Orchestra-$36, Balcony-$26
• For more information call the MCA Box Office at
581-1755.
'Inuit images: Their Life Through Their Art"• An exhibit of con
temporary Inuit prints and carvings that provides a look at
the changes in traditional life arid the political, social, and
economical issues which faces Inuit people °day."• This
display opens in the Hudson Museum today.
Student Alumni Association • Open membership•Ai are
welcome!•530 p.m.•at the Crossland Alumni Center
(next to Sigma Nu).
University of Maine Women's Soccer vs Boston College
•3:30 p.m.• Chestnut Hill, Mass

Daily Mass • •-l• •
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Where it's At...
Feature Event
The Homecoming Dance
A •
randing tradition at the lJniversty •ol-- Ma re. t-rf
annual hc-- e-_ rig dance is this Friday night. This year the
tradition continues, but with a twist. The Al! Maine Women and
the Senior Skulls, organizers of the dance and other homecoming
events, have revamped certair aspects of homecomirg.
•r past years, the ---r arid King have beer,
game. This year, however,
presented clunnig hatf-tirrie • 7 • •
community at the dance.
they mil be presented to tr
ThroL4gh this change.the'
en and the Senior Skulls
hope to not only bring more • 7'
'
•rntty COMMILmrty together,
.
of pride arid spirit. Another
but also to rekindle the r .
.•
•
3-.1
4" Ma're Women are ric
related change it that Ser
T.Jet.
forHo-nomination to the
onger eligible
-s s to
One of the responsibilities of these
recognized,
"'Cs the
uphold tradition. Af. they have
upholding of a tradition means .pciating

sem -o-ra at. re •s optional, All Maine Women
Bonnie Simcock enco--ages everyone to attend. This
can mean wearing a prom dress o- a pair of hiking boots (or
both!) — the goal is for you to be comfortable and to be a part
of the community.
The dance will be held on Friday night at 9:00 p.m. in Lengyl
Gym (on the south-side of campus). DJ Jeff Morris will provide
music, and Campus Living will provide food and a cash bar with ID.
Anyone and everyone is encouraged to attend.
Homecoming weekend .5 not just athletic events and a
dance; the All Maine Women and Senior Skulls concentrate their
efforts and energy into this one weekend of the year to make it a
special time. It is not only a time of sports games,a dance, Queen
and F. ,r,g, A parade, and a crafts fair. Put also a time for the
univeristy community to gather together arid rekindle its sense of
cride and spirit.
P-esiclent

certt?
THUR.SDAY, OCTOBER 21
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your clay?• As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 a.m.•$3.00.
A Taste of Home• home-cooked meal at the Wilson Center •
$1.00 donation •5:30-6:30 p.n.• All are welcome.
Soup Kitchen • Green Bean Tomato Soup • Nightly vegetarian
meals are served with salad. fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and
juices.• AD you can eat for $4.25•5:00 -6:30 p.m.
• Damn Yankee. Memorial Union.
Daily Mese•4:45 p.m.•at the Newman Center.
American Indians at the University of Maine• All American
Indians are encouraged to attend •7:00 p.m.• 206 Little
Hall.
wilde Stein • A gay. lesbian and bisexual club• Social Hour 6:30 700 p.m •7:00 p.m. general meeting •Sutton Lounge.
Memorial Union.
Thursday Nioht Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • Movie:
-Follow the Fleet" at 7:30 p.m. followed by an open mic!
• Bring your instruments, your voice and your friends!
• at the Ram's Horn.

Cross-Country Ski Club Meeting • 6:30-7:30 p.m.• Davis Room,
Memorial Union • For more information call 581-7648.
Socialist and Marxist Studies Lunch Series•'Mahatma Gandhi:
Revolutionary or Reactionary?"•with Professor Doug
Allen, philosophy•12:20-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge.
Memorial Union • Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist
Studies Interdisciplinary Concentration, MPAC,the
Memorial Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities.
Comedian Chris Rock • A night of laughs with Chris Rock who has
appeared on both 'in Living Color" and "Saturday Night
Live"•7:30 p.m.• Maine Center for the Arts• Admission:
$9.00 with UM student ID: $19.50 tickets for others• For
more information call the MCA Box Office at 581-1755
•Sponsored by 1 U B.
The Union Board Meetings • 7:00 p.m.•Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union • All are welcome.
"You Mean I Can Do This For A Living"• UMaine Student
Development Association celebrates National Careers in
Student Affairs Week • With a Panel discussion • panelists
include student affairs professionals from across the
state and a current student in the Student Development
graduate program at UMaine•5:45 p.m.•109 Cort.ett
Business Building • For more information call Kathleen at
561-430.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day?• As much coffee .15 you can
drink • 7-10 a.m.•$3.00.
"The Importance of Being Ernest"• Oscar Wilde's "unspeakably
witty and stylish play about romance, deception and the
consectuene-es of Bunburying"• Directed by Sandra Hardy
• Admission: Free with UM student ID; $7.00 tickets for
others•Cr00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium.
Maine Outing Club• An afternoon of canoeing on Pushaw Lake
• All are welcome• For more information call 581-HIKE.

Movie:'Indecent Proposer•6:30 and 9:15 p.m.• 101 Neville Hall
• Admission: 504 with UM student ID:$300 for others
• Co-sponsored by TUB and ROC.
Homecoming Dance• Come as you are! All are welcome and
encouraged to come • catered and cash bar with ID
• music provided by DJ Jeff Morris• 9:00 p.m.
• Lengyl Gym.
University of Maine Women's Field Hockey

_ ./M •3:00 p.m.

•

Daily Mae.• 4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.

1 he %fame f 'arripic

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
"unspeakably
-The Importance of Being Ernest"• lscar Wile
*itty and st_. • :3y abo,Jt romance, deception and the
..nburyine• Directed by Sandra Handy
consequences
• Admission: Free 6ith UM student ID: $7.00 tickets for
others•3:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium.
Capitol Steps•-Direct from D.C.....a musical parody made up of
past and present congressional staffers•8:00 p.m.
• Maine Center for the Arts• Admission for students:
Orchestra-$18, Balcony-$16• This is also a comprehensive
fee fund event• For more information call 581-1755.
Maine Outksg Club • A sunrise hike on Cadillac Mountain, Acadia
• Al' are welcome • or more information call 581-HiKE.
Univeristy of Maine Women's Ice Hockey • First Alumni Game
• 43Q p.m.• Mond Arena.
Free Car Wash •9 a.m. til 12 noon • In the parking lot behind
Lengyl Gym (next to Public Safety)•Sponsored by Alpha
Zeta.• For more information call 581-6300.
University of Maine Football vs Connecticut 01:00 p.m.
•fOOtVa

Conflict

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24
Worship and Celebration •followed by a light supper• Open to all
• Wilson Center •5:00 p.m.• Every Sunday.
Newman Center Worship Schedule • 9:30 a.m. Mass at the
Newman Center•11:15 a m. Mass at the Memorial Union
•5:30 p.m. Confessions, or by appointment•6:15 p.m.
M865 at the Newman Center.
UM Amateur Radio Club • All who are interested are welcome
• Every Sunday •1:00 p.m.• In the basement of Merrill Hall.
The Importance of Being Ernest"• A play *Oscar Wilde
• Directed by Sandra Hardy • Admission: Free with UM
student ID; $7.00 tickets for others•2:00 p.m.
• Hauck Auditorium.
Hillel-Jewish Students Organization • Movie:"Behind the Walls"
• An Israeli movie translated into English • Mature
content* 1:00 p.m.• Tatman Lounge, Memorial Union • For
more information call 581-1789.
University of Maine Men's Soccer .5 UNH •1:00 p.m.• Orono.

University of Mair,e Women's Soccer .5 u.S. Military Academy
• 1:03 p.m.• at Aestpoint.

University of Maine Women's Soccer vs RI • 11 a.m.• Kingston, RI.
University of Maine Women's Field Hockey vs UNH • 1 p.m.• Orono.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25
Soup Kitchen • Spilt Peas Soup• Nightly vegetarian meals
a-e se-ved eeth salad, fruit, yogurt, coff-e, tea arid juiLes
• All yo,., can eat. for $4.25•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.•Damn
vankee.
anyone
- 2ence• CiaSS

r.1 free Classes to

UM Amateur Radio Club •
:

'
"• •

Hall•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26
Student Environmental Action Coaltion (SEAC)• Make a
• Tatman Lounge• Ever,
diffe-ence today •5 J
Tuesday.
UMaine Video Club• Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
ail who are interested • Every Tuesday
•106E Lord Hall.
c.in.
• j.j
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Daily Mass •

581-2609
"Dr. Cue"• A pocket
• 101 Neville -3 •

—

about a good homemade
c.offee as you can

erte-..a re-• 7 3r2 p.m.

-•

the Newman Center.

Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC)• Come work with us on
the 155..es•Every Tuesday •4:00 p.m.• In the Maples.

.=:5 Cr • :3:T3Z2150'ea

Monday Night Football • 4 tre 5ear's Den • Watch the game on
the E!,,ig Scre,er T • iisim a tailgate party: a case of coke,
a case of Lays' chips,24 Jordan hot dogs and rolls •994
food specials start at 5:00 p.m.
Maine C,oucil for Debate• Open meetings every Monday
•5 DO p.m.• Thomson Honors Center• Anyone interested
in debate is welcome• No experience is necessary • For
more information call Jennifer Perkins at 866-5946.

Charlie Chaplin Film S,-ries•The Early Films of a screen legend is
a six-part program containing 25 of the 81 films Chaplin
made during his 60-year film career. Covering Chaplin's
work at the Keystone. Essanay and Mutural Studios from
the years 1914 to 1917* This weeks'features: One A.M., The
Pawnshop, The Floor Walker, The Rink •2:30-4:30 p.m.
• Totman Lounge, Memorial union.
Campus Sitole Study • 7:00 p.m.•3rd floor chapel, Memorial union
• Eve-y Tru-saay.

University of Maxie. t is a
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services for students at the
programs. !t offers free listings for
student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual
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do certain things," he said "We.33 landlords.
get a hell of a lot of flak that isn't
necessary."
Resident Drusilla Shehari quickly
spoke up to ensure Eaton that it was not
all landlords who were the problem.
'The ones who aren't there, rent to
the kids who don't care," Shehan said.
The discussion c :me down to who
was going to take responsibility.
"It's ok to party offcampus,but with
every bit of activity there is a consequence,"council member Beverly Styrna said.
She went on to say that the students
need to carry their share of responsibility
Councilor Terri Hutchingson added
that it was time for everyone to pick up
some of the blame and do something
about it.
"It is time we be responsible ourselves." Hutchingson said of the council.
She also questioned the lack of police enforcement of earlier passed ordinances. and offered her time to try and
find a remedy for the problem.
Since this was only '! discussion. no
actual actior.s to alleviate the problem
were voted on.
Other issues of interest dealt with
Monday included discussing a plan to
remove utility poles from the downtown
shopping district and running the wires
underground.
Also,the council estimated the w irk
on the Main Street Bndge should he
finished in two weeks.
"MS me to

Bok speaks on lying
else When choosing a mommate we want
someone who is honest When we are ill we
want lobe able to trust what the doctor tell,us
"We know how it not to trust anyone and
we know the awful feeling of not being trusted." she said
"How many temptations are there to he"
she asked As a professor at liars aid t',liversoy. Bok has had to deal is oh late papers and
unread assignments She said her students tell
her the trial if they haven't done their homework,'They neser say, 'the dog at my pa"How can we examine our memories to be
sure they are correct?" Bok said, adding that
each person's story of an event is hound to be
different.
Bok received many letters about her book
and how it has helped people. including an
entire Alcoholics Anony mous group
Bok said she received one letter that said.
"I sent your hook on king to my mother inlaw. she sure needs it"
Bok spoke about a dynamic between lying
and brazen ads oxacy. which she said is fun,
namic deal% with
allunng and e xciung.
the deception in gosernment When she w rote

from page 1
the book in the 1970s there as no acknow I edgernent of the deception underlying Widergale. Vietnam. the BCCI scandal and the vast
set of cover-ups
She said Col. Oliver North justified lying
by saying,"We had to cho xse between lies
and lives." Journalist Don Hewett responded
to the ethical question of hidden cameras and
broadcasting the tapes on television by say I fig
they did ii "to protect thou shall not steal,
instead of thou shall not lie"
"People are not stopping to think about the
alternatives," Rok said Lying taints the social
air as much as pollution affects the ph!,,ocal
atmosphere. she said
Bok descnbed a situation where a woman
wants to find out if a man is married She finds
out because she lies a little. Calling the man's
office, she says she is 1mm the Jones Gallery
and that they would like to invite Mr.and MIS.
Smith to a showing If the secretary says."but
there is no Mrs. Smith." then she knows he is
not mamed. It was a justified he, the woman
said. because "all's tau in love and war,
especially now when there are so few men "
Boit.% sister was a graduate student in
India when she found herself with a tnhe of

former cannibals. Their delicacy was live
baby mice dipped in melted butter. She did
not want to eat baby mice, but she also didn't
want to ofiend the former cannibals_ She told
them that it was against her religion. She
didn't know of any religion that didn't allow.
that, but under the circumstances she felt that
it was "okay to tell that lie"
Kik explained how to put truthfulness
into practice."Learn to shift perspectives, put
yourself in the place of being deceived," she
said,then create a starting point of not lying to
yourself and then your family and expand
outward.
Bok has written numerous other books,
one called "Secrets:On the Ethics ofConcealment and Revelation." which is about keeping secrets from ourselses and others.
"Lying" is the class book, but it also
applies across the campus and to many other
fields like law, medicine and journalism.
Veracity is, appropriately the last word in
"Lying." It means devotion to the truth Fhis
is what Bok wanted people to attempt when
she wrote her book.
The lecture was sponsored by l'nisersity
of Maine's English Department

•Auto accident

Highway rumble strips might have saved teens
PORTLAND.Maine(AP)— The Maine
Department of Transportation is prepanng
tor the first field tests of -nimble strips''
designed to wake dozing drivers who stray
off the road.
Such des ices, already utilized in more
than 30 states, might base sased four teenagers killed this month by a doting truck

1 =1 y i I i

dnver on the Maine Turnpike in Falmouth.
said supporters of the protect
"The potential of sasing lives is lust
completely off the scale compared to other
things we could do for safety improvements on our highways,•' said John Alexander. a researcher from the Unisersity of
Maine

Rumble strips are depressions an the road
surface that make noise — similar to a "brump,

brump'• - when tires travel over them
The state hopes to install nimble strips
along a 20-mile stretch of 1-95 north of Old
Town within the next year Alexander also
hopes to expand the test to another portion
between Augusta and Bangor

irl
\.
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tand By

October 20
Me 101 Neville Hall
7 p.m.

October 27
101 Neville Hall
7 p.m.
Admission:
$.50 with I.D.
$3:00 All Others
The Union Board:
DIVERSIONS
Campus Entertainment
581-1735
'Co- Sponsored by LOG.
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For Wednesday,October 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Forward looking, with a strong practical
streak, your vivid imagination is matched
with an equally sharp commercial sense.
While you may desire to be an artist, you
have no wish to be a starving artist. You
bring your creative skills to bear on even
the most mundane work problems, and are
well-suited for running your own business.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Turning
a deaf ear toward financial problems onls.
serves to perpetuate the situation. Deal vvith
it now while it is still at a inanageable level.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
don't have to go through a difficult period
alone When you think you can't muster
the strength to deal with a problem, talk
things over with your partner. They can
provide you with the resources you need.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Someone you were once quite Close to may surprise you by seeking your advice on a personal matter. This is an opportunity to reestablish a tie that you once cherished, don't
let it slip away.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Open
and honest communication is the cornerstone of a successful relationship, so jump
at the chance to have a serious talk Clearing the air periodically is healthy and helps
the relationship mature
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Though your
passionate nature demands an instant response to a sudden event. wait. 1 ou are
walking a thin line on this one and should
consider your actions carefully before making a move
I RGO Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Emotions
become strained during this tempestuous
influence. Try to remain calm amid the
turmoil around you Don't get in the middle of things, instead offer counsel to those
directly involved.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Financial
matters are convoluted during this aspect,
as faulty communications make it difficult
to resolve complex issues. Don't get too
worked up. a fog of doubt will clear by
tomorrow
SCORPIO ((ct. 23 - Nov. 21): Someone close to you may be feeling the strain
of recent events, and they could vent their
frustration on you Try to he understanding, this has little to do with you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22. Dec. 21):
The beginning of a personal transformation
is hinted at dunng this influence Although
there may be some external recognition of
this change, the importance is known only
to yourself
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
tough situation n is he developing at work,
hut it's nothing an honest discussion can't
S find mends battling tooth
settle You r114.
and nail. hut they ultimately rely on your
strength
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
maiums from on high at work could make
sou nervous Try not to let the pressure gel
to )(AL just keep doing w hat souse always
done and sou'll continue to be successful
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Me,hank-al priiblems sontinur to plague your
efforts. causing unasonlable delays You
are a calming influence during this penod.
simply because you listen to others so well
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BY Cad Paul
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BY CARRY TRUDEAU

For Thursday, October 21
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Noted for your flair in business dealings
and the ease with which you handle money:
you have the ability to start small and build
a large fortune. You have an instinctive
understanding of material value, and alays take the time to shop comparatively.
rarely buying anything unless you are sure
you've found the best value for the lowest
cost!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Restlessness demands that you put projects aside
and get out and have some fun! Taking a
brief excursion or simply relaxing with a
good book revives your spirits.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Take
some steps to improve your overall health
As it were, you can feel the energy in the
air take advantage of this opportunity to
start anew!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Don't
accept things at face salue what you see o
merely the tip of the iceberg! Everything
seems to have two meanings during tho
cons oluted influence, but a casual chat could
reseal much.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Escape
from the hectic pace you've become all us
accustomed to and give your mind a break
Kick hack in your favorite easy chair and
watch a classic mos ie on TV, or take a
casual walk outside.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A short trip
helps you feel renewed and gets your creative juices flowing! Loving couples expenence a revitaliration of passion as well
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The tumultuous aspect that has ruled recent
events calms down somewhat. hut your
concern for those involved lingers. Don't
let things eat away at you, talk them over
with your mate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - (ct. 22): This casual influence brings about a much needed
respite. Take the opportunity to sort
through confusing information and recent
esents will begin to make better sense.
at you, so pay
Someone is making
attention.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): The
satisfaction you dense from has ing helped
someone through a difficult period goes
you cause to celebrate. Even though others
aren't aware of your deeds. your actions
won't go unrewarded.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You may feel swamped bs the deluge of
recent developments Take the time to absorb what has transpired. Give yourself the
chance to get used to new methods.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 - Jan. 19): New
vitality is pumped into your life through the
influence of children. You may hear of a
birth, or a new idea inspired by a child
grabs you and won't let go
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Attempts to tie up loose ends meet with delays that would frustrate anyone else Fortunately, you've a knack for going with
the flow and adapting to changing circumstances
PISCF-S (Feb. 19- March 20): Home
can be a haven during hectic periods, but if
you can't he there, stay someplace where
all you hase to depend on is your sense of
humor Surround yourself with friends and
loved ones
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Get answers to any twee clues
by touch tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (755 each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-A00-728-3063 to talk 1-on-t with a professional astrologer about your
personal concene - love and compausbility, work, money, career,
relationships. family
Not•tape or computer message! Astrologers are available fever, days a
week, mornin4 through evening. at•cost of $2.09 per minute, which is billed
to your telephcne. The first minute is FREE. You must be IS or older. Call
today - t-000-788-30311.
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•$6.50 an indecent price for "Indecent Proposal"
• New book not worth the "Hype and Glory"
• Submit your stuff — see it in print

x1270

By Stephen Allan
Volunteer Writer

What's
new on
the arts
scene?
In The Near Future:
Movie: "Stand By Me," Wednesday.
Om. 20, 7 p.m., 101 Neville Hall Admission fee.
MCA:"Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra in Concert," Wednesday, Oct 20. 7
p.m. Admission fee. Precoocert preview by
Das id Klicko at 6 p.m_ in the Bodwell
Dining Area, MCA. Free.
Comedy: "Performance by Comedian
Chris Rock,"llussday• Oct. 21.730p.m..
Maine Center for the Ans. Admission fee.
Lecture: When the Whalers Were Up
North; Inuit Memories from the Eastern
Arctic.- by Dorothy Eber,Canadian Wnter
and recorder of oral history.Fnday,Oct_ 22,
4:30 p.m in the Bodwell Dining Area,
Maine Center for the Arts EoLlowed by a
reception for the Hudszun Museum's new
exhibit of contemporary mint prints and
carvings."buttImages Their Life Through
Their Art."F.

•Local music scene

Fest 4: both surprise and success
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Patrons of the Ram' Horn were treated
to a rare surprise performance by Boston's
Inca Sons Fnday night. The Inca Sons. play
ing traditional music of the South Amencan
Andes, were one of four bands taking part in
FreakFest IV. whose proceeds. in the w ake
of the Off Campus Board's financial prob•
ferns, went to future funding of the Ram's
Horn
Benefit shows are nothing new to the
Ram's Horn -- there were three during the
second semester last year - but according to
Horn director Jay Harris. FreakEest IV was
an unqualified success.
"We decided to make it a benefit show
three days earlier and put up a few signs. but
word of mouth is the way to advertise,"
Harris said
Harris said benefit shows are held when
the Horn is in need of money and that given
all of the problems their sponsor. OCB, has
been having recently money has become an
issue.
While the Ram's Horn does make a fair

On-going arts and
entertainment
TGIF Music,every Friday.noon,Bangor
Lounge, Union.
Movies from India every Monday.630
p.m., 101 Neville
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series. es ery Monday. 12:15-1:30 p.m., Bangor
Lounge, Union.
Maine ReV1VA Porn' Readings. first
Tuesday of every month, RAM'S Horn.
Movie and Live Mimic every.Thursday,
7:30 p m . Ram's Horn.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Films of a
Screen Legend,the hfid-day Tuesday Video Program, 2.30-430 p.m.. every Tuesday. FFA Room, Malarial Union.
"Majo m Black and White," a UMaine
Museum of Artexhibit.Oct.14-Dec.1.Hole
in the Wall Gallery. Memorial I'man.
"Theatre Dept Exhihitum,- a UMaine
Muse:in of An exhibit. through (kt. 31.
Hauc. Gallery.!vlernorial Union
end.% Mark Mont-rein! Workshy,
UMaine Museum of Art exhibi'. through
Nov. 3, 1938 Gallery, Carnegie Hall.
"Marilynn's. The John Scott Workshop." a UMaine Museum of An exhibit.
through Nov. 8. Graphics Gallery.,Memo
nil Union.
"Ann Corcoran Cooper: New Paintings," a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit
through Oct 25,Carnegie Hall.
"(ample Past/Campus Future: Crew
"an Institutional Planning
ing
exhibit through early fall, Alumni Hall
"The.4a Inside."an exhibit of w(irks by
surrivors of ctukihood sexual abuse,coordinated tr. Kathi Wall. program nurse for
Mid-Maine Medical Center's Diagnostic
Program for Child Abuse, Waterville, on
display in the Women's Resource Center,
101 Fernald Hall, through Oct 16. then on
display in the UMaine Museum of Art,
Carnegie Hall. November
•On-going arts and entertainment are
free unless otherwise noted
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& Glory," published by
generously filled with sto
forget the reason why he c
hook in the first place
"Hype & Glory" is a,
only man to have been a
Cannes Film Festival and
Pageant, two intemation,
Along with the inner,A

By Mark Dehrnlo
Memphis Stew, formerly Blue 7, opened what turned out to be a hit "FreakFest
IV".(Boyd photo.)
amount of money on its own, proceeds are
used to better the establishment and pay
musicians. Major funding, as a rule, comes
from a set amount allocated by OCB This

fall the rule was broken when all of the
Horn's allocation was used to help pay for
See FEST on page 16

Head spins

Oi lk

Jeoff Tardif
Arts Wnter
Redd Knass
Phaseshifter
Mercury
Redd Km's% is a hand that has been together for longer than most of the class of
Their recordings have inspired many of
today 's hands including REM. Faith No
More and Pavement
The hand came together under the name
Red Cross in 1978, but after the -real Red
Cross threatened a lawsuit against the members the name SS a.changed Redd KrONS was
founded hy hr,,thers Jeff ;guitar;and Steven
(bass)Mc Donald who started going to clubs
and play ins at the npc old age of 13 and 9
All history aside, this five piece band
int ludes (",ere 1-ennelly. piano and organ;
Edward Kurdnel. guitar. and Bnan Reittell. drums This quintet is your a% erage
suburban youth hand with a story to tell
about the tough ngors if life as seen thriugh
their eyes. In other words these are punk
tunes
Included in the hand's music are all the
basics of the punk rock model y nu have
grown to love since the late seventies There
arc the distorted, jangling guitars, the deep
hack heat performed by the bassist and the
rock solid drumbeat that keeps your feet
thumping The only real diversion from the
"nomial" punk sound is the addition of an
organist/piano player on most tracks
Many of the songs are mid-tempo rockers the hand hopes will carry them into the
mainstream of the ever-evolv ing world of
alternative music After so many years of
See HEADSP1NS on page 16
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211 From the Bookshelf
By Stephen Allan

INN

Volunteer Writer
Books that delve into the inside of a
popular institution are usually flat and the
reader is rewarded with only a few antidotes
that are peppered lightly within the text.
Though these antidotes aren't the reason
why the book is read, they do liven up dull
information that passes before the eyes at an
incredibly slow rate.
William Goldman's latest book,"Hype
& Glory," published by Villard Books,is so
generously filled with stories the reader may
forget the reason why he or she is reading the
hook in the first place
"Hype & Glory- is the true story of the
only man to have been a judge at both the
Cannes Film Festival and the Miss America
Pageant, two international contests.
Along with the inner workings of the film

festival and the pageant. the author examines
his own life - a life that, at fifty-something,is
facing divorce as well as reexamination.
Gold nan, the author of such books as
"Marathon Man" and "The Princess Bride,"
has stories by the bushel to tell Also an
extremely successful screenwriter ("Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid"), Goldman
has the experience of Hollywood and niovie-making behind him to give an extraordinary view of one of the film world's most
important events, the Cannes Film Festival
With all the movie experience and stories
Goldman loves to tell about it(he wrote the
definitive book on the film business, "Adventures in the Screen Trade"),one wonders
why in the Hell he's writing about the Miss
America Pageant.
The book is divided in two The Cannes
material is up front, while the Pageant remains in the back of the book There are

reasons for this for one, that is the chronological order in which they happened, but
the most important is that the Film Festival
is far more interesting, covering about twothirds of the book. A better book would have
surfaced if Goldman only concerned himself with the festival, instead of going into a
subject he knew very little about
One has to admit that Paul Newman and
Robert Redford are more interesting to read
about than Miss Minnesota of 19g9,who by the
way (and I am nor giving away anything because you can look it up in an almanac). won.
Goldman does describe his experiences
with both contests in his easy -chair method of
writing non-fiction. He brings the reader into
the discussion room of the Cannes Festival's
judges and tells of how they worked out an
agreement to give out the prestigious awards.
He also describes the work of a "grunt-judge
who must eliminate all but the top ten hope-

fuls in the Miss Anierica Pageant.
What is lightly peppered in this book is
the past histories of both. Though such histories and facts are a bore in heavy handed
texts, they would be a welcome in such an
easy going narrative
The book has plenty of stories to tell to
overcome the uninteresting lulls found within. One such tale is one that Goldman had
already told in "Adventures in the Screen
Trade- is the time that he was mistaken for
Robert Redford in a restaurant by some
obnoxious star watchers while his dinner
companion was Redford. He also gives the
reader his thoughts on different films and on
the all the women he had to judge Such
thoughts relate as much of i guilty pleasure
as the Miss America Pageant itself
Goldman has written a book that is in no
was great, but it will do until he returns to
the world of fiction.

What's new Outon Tape
By Mark Dehmlow

est
the
for

Staff Writer
Last week launched the release of the
movie "Indecent Proposal "As a video store
employee I can't count the number of people
who have called to see if it was out on video
since after two weeks of its departure from
the theater After hearing all of the hype. I
decided to pluck it from the shelf my self
The film left me with one thought. "What
was all the hype about?"
lhe movie features Woody Harrelson
and Demi Moore as David and Dianne Murphy, a deeply in love couple who are trying
to fulfill their dreams As trouble presents
itself in their budget, they find they can't
make the hank pay ments, so they go to Las
Vegas and try to win enough money to pay
off their house. Good luck graces them at

first, but they end up dwindling their money versus morality was interesting but poorly
away as they become more and more des- dealt with Another large problem I had with
this film was that it presented itself as a 90s
perate.
Robert Redford plays John Gage,a multi- mos ie but treated Dianne as a commodity,a
billionaire Wil0haseverything but love, which prim to be won or bought l'nnecessarily so,
creates a deep emptiness inside of him. At this was a major theme of the film The plot
first sight of Dianne. John falls in love. He could have been dealt with without demeanthen proceeds to offer the couple a million ing the female gender
The performances were both decent and
dollars for one night with Dianne, which
causes great tribulation in David and Di- disappointing Redford is a talent who has
anne's relationship. They accept the offer and proven himself, but in this film there was
the night in question occurs ibis causes
further stress on the couple's relationship and
tests the bonds of their love, as Das id has
consistent fits of jealousy and confusion.
The director and writer (Adrian Lynne)
should be given some credit for "Indecent
Proposal." The mechanics of the film were
interesting. how CWT.the script was thin and
slightly unbelies able The idea of monev

little of his ability shown As for the other
characters. Moore's performance was typical, tame and passive Woody Harrelson's
was a surprise, although he'll never live
down the image of Woody' from -Cheers."
"Indecent Pmposal" was predictable,but
interesting What good elements it did have
made the mos ie tolerable. If you watch it for
the first time on side°, enjoy it and be
thankful that you saved S4 00;it is definitely
a ideo watch
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Wednesday, October 20 at 7:00 pm
Presenting the "Maestro of Two Worlds," Kurt Masur,
conducting the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
This year marks the 250th anniversary of the
Gewandhaus,and Masur's 22nd year as
"Kappellmeister." This evening's program includes
works by Beethoven and Mendelssohn.

MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
RTSUnirersity of Maine,

A

Orono, Maine 04469-5746

$S Rush Tickets Available Day of Show
9 am —4 pm & 5:30 pm-7:30 pm 2 Per Student w/lD
No Refunds or Exchanges on Previously Purchased Tickets
Information 581-1755 -- Tickets 800-MCA-TIXX TDD/TTY 581-1888
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being musicians, its about time for these
guys to get some recognition If for no other
reason, at least for their longevity
Many of the tunes delve into the feedback genre that has become a staple of
grunge and alternative music in the '90s
One musical twist comes in the last track
"After School Special " Halfway through
the song es el- Ile fades out except for a
piano solo that likes the listener by surprise
The solo is a nice touch and fits well v. ith the
whole song "Dumb Angel," "Huge Wonder" and "Visionary" are all potential hits
for Redd Kross
Redd Moss cites miss rings. hubblegurn.
public access tele% i'ion and punk as major
influences in the sound they bring to the listenen ear These influences seem to he where
Arnencan suburbia presently is in the '90s
With the release of"Phaseshifter." Redd
Kross will hopefully gain some recognition
for the resilience they have shown in the
music field Good luck to these guys from
California
Naked Soul
Vtuteng lour Planet
Scotti Bros Records

"Visiting Your Planet"starts with a hang
in the form of the first track, "Helicopter
Man," a searing track with a catchy bass
line t Infortunately,,the rest ofthe CD quickly
goes into mediocrity from that point on Not
to say this record is a throw -away, but the
album does nothing in terms of new exciting
and creative ground-breaking maneuvers.
The album moves between catchy punk pop tunes into soothing ballads that almost
make you cry from the effort put forth in the
production of such slick alternative music
Es en the bin stated Naked Soul's sound as,
"hook-laden melodies with the limitless
abandon and passion of punk to create emotionally powerful and honest music." In
other words this group is begging the music
industry for a hit album They may get what
they want with this one
There are plenty of rough guitar sounds
to please any angst-ndden heart, plus the
listener gets an added bonus of heartfelt
melodies These ballads portray to the listeners that they are not the only ones with
everyday problems
The bass parts are distinguishable even
amongst the swirling guitars and bottom -

The Carr
Sports T

Naked Soul clothes their music in slick production (Courtesy photo.)
out drums that tend to override the whole
mix The production of this album is clean
and well executed, which is no small feat for
this type of music
Naked Soul is positioned to hit the alter-

native charts with the release of "Visiting
Your Planet" The rest of popular culture
may have to wait for this hand to become
more accessible in order to enjoy the melodic punk sty lings of Naked Soul

Fest

from page 14

afternoon offering to play for the price of a
Octoberfest
-The Ram's Horn is too important Ian free meal and a few beers Harris readily
establishment 1 to deal with petty stuff." Har- agreed and began making phone calls to help
ris said."We must have a positive outlook " puhlicize the new addition to the lineup
Rumor had it the Inca Sons were to play.
poo,,11%e seemed to he general feeling of
the estimated 2-7 c people who paid to see the the Maine Center tor the Arts at some future
show Although the Inca Sons were not date That rumor has been dispelled, howevannounced until then e ot the cc rm.curious er. because there is no date being held or
fans turned out in droves when word got investigated for the Inca Sons. according to
Joe Cota, events coordinator ter the MCA
around they would he performing
The first hand of the evening was "Blue
The Inca Sons called the Horn Friday

Socialist and Marxist Studies
Thursday. Oct. 21

7," who have since changed their name to
"Memphis Stew " Taking the stage from
8:20-9:15, they ran through their set ofjam
rock and soul classics to a minimal audience
"In Your Face." in their second Ram's
Horn performance. changed the pace of the
music and wound -up the growing crowd
with their hem y -edged sound Singer Deb
Blease gets extra points for her great stage
presence
Following "In Your Face" was the eagerly anticipated set by the Inca Sons who,
,lespite minor sound difficulties in the beginning. played for an enthralled audience
A'hile acoustic music is no stranger to the
Ram's Horn, it is hard to remember that last
rime a crow 1 got so worked ur h two

Mahatma Ghandhi: Revolutionary or
Reactionary?
Professor Doug Allen, Philosophy

guitars and a pan flute Yet the Inca Sons
held the crowd captive with their beautifulls
harmonized vocals and foreign rhythm,
Ileadlininn the show were the "Skinny's" who gracefully kept the audience's
attention despite the tough act they followed In what was billed as guitarist Mike
Akers' last show with the band. the "Skinny. s" played on while soundmen urged them
to finish before closing by threatening to cut
polar!" to the stage
While speculations have been made by
Horn officials that the crowd would have
been just at large if the Inca Sons had not
performed Harris summed up FreakFest
\ 's success well when he said, "Nobody
was disappointed "

The 8tudy Skill Program

12:20-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union

Wednesdays 3:15 p.m.
Totm a n Room
Memorial Union

Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies, MPAC, thf
Memorial Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities

A se ies (.1 one hour seminars designed to offer helpful
tips cn improving a variety of your learning skills.
Program this week:
Oct. 20 Reading More Effective!,

Health Professions Club
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Pizza King
With this coupon

$5.99
18" cheese pizza
Dine in only
154 Park St.
Orono

'Come dine with the hing'

Call 866-5505

We have draft beer, tons of imports,
and domestic bottles.
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a UMaine hockey: Kariya may stay
• Black Column: Portland Pirates fun for all
• Dadmun emerges as Black Bears kicking hero

The Campus •UMaine hockey —
Sports Ticker ByMarsh reassures fans about net situation
miss 14 games

1 heitse
ot Maisic inuioluwed
last night that Black Bear hockey player
Cal Ingraham will be suspended for a
total of 14 games due to a mistake in his
transfer status in 1991.
The UMaine Athletic Department reported its findings to the NCAA itnniediately last week,highlighting the misinterpretation.
The NCAA cited Ingraham's initial
enrollment through the University College as falling under its "4-2-4" transfer
regulation which pushes back the starting
date for year-in-residency requirements
tot students transferring from a four-year
institution to a two-year program to a
four- year institution.
The NCAA interpreted Ingraham's
courses at University College as being
equivalent to a junior college standing
separate from the University of Maine.
Ingraham should not have been centlied as
eligible to compete until January ol 1992
Therefore the NCAA is invoking the
14-game suspension, which parallels his
participation in the fall of 1991.
"We just base to rut it behind us and
work as hard as we can." said UMaine
coach Shawn Walsh. "His absence was
not a factor against Team USA I feel bad
for him because we're dealing with a
student-athlete, who has been a good student since he stepped on the I'niversity of
Maine campus"
Ingraham could not be reached for

Chad Finn

Sports Editor
University of Maine sophomore goalie
Blair Marsh, who played so brilliantly in

goal for the Black Bear hockey team versus Team USA Sunday night, had quite a
humbling — and humerous — experience
at a team banquet the previous evening.
It seems Marsh was seated at the ban-

UMainces%mph•YC
defensive honor
I :rtiverSit)' of Maine senks linebacker
Jernal Murph was named liankee Cnncerer'e Defensive Player ot the VY eek after his
17-tackle,four-sack effort in the Black Bear.'
26-23 win over Rhode Island Saturday
Murph is the second UMaine player to
earn the honor this season. Ross Fichthorn was the first
UMaine captain Paul Kariya and former Black Bears Mike Dunham (left) and
Garth Snow (right) lower UMaine's championship banner prior to Sunday's
game.(Boyd photo.)
LOS AN(341.ES(AP)-- The famil!i
of a 2-year•old girl injured by an explosive device tossed by New York IVIets
outfielder‘Ince Coleman filed suit against
him and former Los Angeles Dodgers
outfielder Eric Davis
The lawsuit on behalfof Amanda Santos alleges hatters. intentional infliction
ofemotional distress,conspiracy to commit battery and inflict emotional distress,
negligence and negligent infliction of
emotional distres;
The Mets said Coleman will never again
play for them, and the Dodgers traded
Davis to the Detroit Tigers in August
After a Mets-l)otigers game July 24.
Coleman admitted setting off the explosive device He was charged with a felony
for illegal possession of an explosive.
Coleman was a passenger in a vehicle
dnven try Davis
Santos sustained an injury to the cornea is het left eye

Dadmun kicks his way
into Cosgrove's heart
liniversity of Maine sophomore placesicker Tom Dadmun was perhaps the most
worthy hero among many in the Black Bear
football team's 26-23 double-overtime 5k tory over Rhode Island Saturdas
It's a tribute to Dadmun perseverance and
work rthk that he was even on the field at all
who booted two field goals
Dadmun
in the game. including a critical 41 yardet in
came to I'Maine as a
the fest overtime
walk on tsar, sears ago and wasn't invited

See HOCKEY NOTEBOOK on
Page 19

•Column

•UMaine football

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

quet ceremony at which the Black Bears
were presented their national championship rings) across from UMaine sports
"benefactor" Larry Mahaney. Mahaney is
the owner of Webber Energy Fuels and is
a man who hands out $10,000 checks like
Paul Kariya hands cut assists.
Mahaney, who is apparently more familiar with the UMaine baseball roster —
both their field and clubhouse are named
after him — than he is with the members
of the hockey team, leaned over to Marsh.
And completely unaware of who he was,
asked. "How's the goaltending going to
be I hear it might he a problem."
Marsh.dumbfounded,wasn't quite sure
what to say.
"I was like. Th. I think we'll be alright." Marsh laughed. "I guess he didn't
realize I was the goalie."
After the was Marsh played Sunday,
chances are he does now .
• Most observers are 99 percent sure
that l'Alaine captain and 1993 Hobey Baker Award w mi.er Paul Kariya is going to
turn pro after he tinishes playing for Team
Canada in the Olympics
That would mean Kariya, a first round
pick (fourth ()serail I in the 1993 NHL
Draft by. the Anaheim Mighty Ducks,
would effectively end his UMaine playing
career in mid-December when he leaves
for Lille-hammer.
But a source close to the UMaine hockey team said Kansa is seriously considering returning to school after the Oly mpics
w sap up Apparently.('hr .and Peter Ferraro -- the twin UMaine sophomore forward' currently with the Team USA —
are planning on returning to Orono postOlympics and are trying to cons ince their
close friend to do the same
Kany a. a truly sinuous perscsn who
has often said that a college degree is a top
priority in his life, would he postponing
what is likely to he at least a $2 million
dollar per year offer from the Disneyowned Ducks.
T'he Ducks have also reportedly offered Kanya a bit pan in the mo.it Mighty.
Ducks 11, the sequel to the hit MO N)e .tar-

hack to fall practice the following year
HIS performance in the clutch Saturday
has I, Maine coach Jack Cosgrove raving
about the Kicker Who Wouldn't Quit
"We made sure we invited him hack this
year:" Cosgrovr said with a wink -We
recruited some younger guys that we thought
would come in and take his ioh, but he won't
let 'cm He kind ol became our kicker hi
driaidi last spring when incumbent Jeff
Mottola was kicked out of i‘ihool for using

Pirates rekindle
professional
hockey in Maine
By Sohn Black
Sports viftTter

See FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK on

It you're a hockey fanatic looking to satisfy
your fix and the Black
Bears aren't in town,head
down 1-95 to the Cumberland County Civic
Center to see the Portland Pirates
I fall into the above category ,so I dead-

Page 19

See BLACK COLLTMN on Dope 1$
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ed that I would see for myself if all the hy pc the Mariners had anyone that could put the
about tninor league hockey returning to puck in the net they were w tusked off to the
Maine was justified. So off I went on Fri- National Hockey League before you got to
day to watch the Pirates play the Cornwall know their name. Before long the roster
was filled with no-names anti the seats
Aces.
Any doubts I had were erased as soon as were empty.
I entered the building
Would there be a Wayne Schabb, Bud
The lobby was filled with people, bring- Stefanski, Paul Evans, or Dennis Pattering back memories of the Maine Mariners' son, all former Mariner greats, on this Piglory days :here in the '70's. It was a time rate roster?
when 5,(1X) fans at a game was expected.
The fans didn't seem to care as long as
Fans were swarming the concessions they saw good hockey. The Pirates players
stands buying anything that displayed the gave them that
Pirates logo. The Pirates logo is catchy.
Mike Bohack, Todd Nelson, and Mike
Waitresses combed the isles taking or- Parson emerged as some of the players to
ders_ You no longer have to leave the corn- watch.
tort of your own seat when craving a cold
Fenton broke loose on a breakaway late
one. Overhead, a small white Pirate blimp in the second period, bringing the crowd to
sircled the arena,at times passing just os er its feet in cheering the native son. For a
the crowd On the ice the team mascot. moment I felt like I was back at Alfond
Crackers the Parrot, skated around flap- Arena Then he missed.
ping his wings, encouraging the crowd to
Despite a 2-0 deficit late in the third
iflake some noise.
pernxi, the Pirates hung tough and rallied
Then came player introductions. It was to tie the Aces.
big league stuff, a take-off on the Chicago
Fenton. brought the crowd to its feet
Bulls player intros if you will.
again late in the game mixing it up with
The lights were shut off. a Pirates logo ('orn% all heas y weight Manin Simard
was lowered from the ceiling, dry ice g It wasn't the score that mattered on this
ing the effect of smoke filled the entrance
night It was the rebirth of fan interest.
to where the players would take to the ice. Besides. it was WBLM Creamed Cornwall
Ihe public address announcer sounded like night Ilse lucky fans got to stick their
he as announcing fighters before a cham- arms in a huge tub of creamed corn for
pionship bout Crowd favorite. South Port- prizes
land natty e and former UMaine player Eric
T'he 5.049 fans in attendance left the
Fenton started at center.
building just as they had entered —smilFormer UMaine player Mario Thyer ing
also took a regular shift.
John Black is senior journalism major
So far, so good But what kind of talent from Waren:int. Maine who long)for the
would this team have? In the past w henes er Rion dayt of Gitl Delparfe.

•NBA

Football notet

Webber wants
to prove worthy
OAKLAND,Calif IAP) Chris Webber and the Golden State Warriors are both
in a hurry
Webber is anxious to demonstrate he's
worth the S74.4 million that Golden State
agreed to pay him over the next 15 years,and
rale Warriors are anxious to see a return on
their investment
"Now we can concentrate 100 percent
on basketball.— Warriors coach Don Nelson
said after Monday's signing of Webber to
the biggest rookie contract in NBA history.
Webber. 20, a 6-10 center-power forward from Michigan. was the first player
taken in the NBA draft . He admitted he faces
a lot of on-the-job training hut feels he can
help the Warriors immediately, even if he
does take some lumps in the early going
against the likes of Charles Barkley, Shawn
Kemp or Karl Malone.
"I might get burned by those guys.— he
said "I'm expecting that I've got a lot to
learn But they're going to get theirs.too. No
one is going to embarrass me every .ime
shoot Tr y self in the foot before I let someone
else do it"
Nelson. whose teams have lacked a dot:,
mating inside scoring and rebounding threat
in recent years. said Webber will he given
every possible playing opportunity, both to
accelerate development and to fill a need.
"I will say he's lucky in one respect
because he's coming to a team that really
needs him desperately Nelson said. "PlaySee WEBBER on page 20
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steroids, no pun intended) and he has become our best kicker."
Dadmun has had his problems in the past
-- consistency has been a problem. and
Cosgrove said he not the smoothest athlete
in the world — but his dedication in the
weight room and on the practice field has
helped him overcome any deficiencies
-When he first came in here as a freshman. I could out-kick him, seriously'," Cosgrove said. "I guess you could say he has
been much-maligned, and he has hit some
duds for us in the past.
"But on Saturday, he made them when
they counted — heck,that one he hit from 41
was good from 50—and I'm really proud of
the kid. If anybody on our team has the right
to success, it's him."
• If you have the impression that Cosgrove is a pretty quotable guy, you are precisely right . The first-year UMaine head coach
is one of the most genuinely likeable personalities on the Orono campus Here are some

Classic Cosgrove samples from his weekly
press conference Monday (maybe he can
take over Chevy Chase's spot on FOX-TV):
On the team's jubilant bus ride home
after Saturday's big win: "Ws a lot more
fun after you win That, and we had My
Cowin Vinny on the TV set. Good movie.
I'd never seen it before "
On UMaine quarterback Emilio Colon's first touchdown pass to Kenny
Squires: "That was the best throw I have
ever seen anybody playing for this university make"
On some of Colon's less impressive
throws: "I felt he missed some throw', he
should have made He underthrew Frizzell
(Davis. a UMaine receiver) on a flea-flicker
where he had his man beat by 10 yards.
When he came to the sideline, I got on his
butt a little bit, and he responded "
On UMaine's 45-0 loss to Boston University. on Sept. II: "I still think we played
had in that game, but after they went down

and kicked the crap out of Richmond(44-17
Saturday), I feel a lot better ibout it now.
The UNH loss (a 63-13 defeat three weeks
ago) still eats at me, though."
On UMaine's "home" game versus
Richmond at Portland two weeks ago:
e drive three hours to get home and
Richmond takes a charter and gets back to
their place in an hour-and-a-halt 1 still
haven't figured that one out."
• After playing five of their first six
games on the road — and coming away with
a respectable 3-3record — Cosgrove's troops
have the luxury of playing four of their last
five games at home.
The Black Bears face the University of
Connectict this Homecoming Weekend,then
hit the mad for a tough one versus the University of Delaware the following the Saturday
UMaine then wraps up its regular season
schedule with home games versus William &
Mary, Northeastern and Hofstra the final
three weeks.

Hockey notebook

from page I"

ring Emilio Estevez that spurned the
Ducks' name. I kid you not.
•CBS Sports was in town Sunday night
to film footage for a profile on the
UMaine's six Olympians that will air during the Olympics.
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh was
amazed at a bit of information a member
of the CBS film crew passed on to him.
"He said that six guys from one program is the most that have ever been on
one Olympic team," Walsh said, noting
that the previous high was the five play.
ers the University of Minnesota placed
on the unforgettable Miracle on Ice squad
of 1980.
Walsh said that it is something that
will be invaluable to the UMaine hockey
program

"Kids are going to sit there and witch
the Olympics, and when they see that six
guys ton Team USA) are from Maine,
they are going to think, 'Hey, that's the
place to play • The benefits for our program will he immeasurable."
•In an extremely emotional night, what
with the return of the six Olympians and
the unveiling of the championship banner,
the UMaine fans still managed to show
their true class in the most poignant point
of the evening — the moment of silence
for Andre Auhut
Auhut. who passed away last week of
complications from paralysis, was the first
UMaine hockey All-Amencani1980)and
the leading Note-getter for the Black Bear
All-Time team It was nice to see those in
.?•
attendence pay Auhut a trils,,if

I y deserved.
• Loyal UMaine hockey fans that excludes those of you with the short memories who chanted "sieve,sieve.- after Garth
Snow gave up a goal the other night) get
out your 1993 Black Bears team photo
that was inserted in the Bangor 1)at4
News after UMaine won the national title
Now find Kany a the's the third one from
the left in the hack row)
See anything strange or unusual? Give
up? He's wearing No 12. rather than his
famous No. 9. It turns out Kariya had
given one of his jerseys to the College
Hockey Hall of Fame, and the Hobe)
Baker Award committee claimed another
one, leasing him a couple ofjerseys short
for the team photo
"• 1 1
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Is Elway
losing magic
touch?
DENVER(AP)— N hat happened to
John El way's magic touch? Two straight
weeks now, the Denver Broncos had a
chance to win in the closing minutes
and didn't
With the score 20-20 and Denver on
its 30 with 3:36 to play, it was clearly
Elway time Monday night at Mile High
Stadium.
The Broncos couldn't get a first down
and punted. The Los Angeles Raiders
moved inside the Deaver 44/, and Jeff
Jaeger kicked a 53-yard field goal with 16
seconds left to win it 23-20.
Back up a week to last Sunday at
Green Bay. Down 30-27, Denver got the
ball with 2:05 left. El w ay watchers awaited the mevitable heroics Packers defensive end Reggie White sackeci Elway
twice and Denver lost.
Has the man with 31 fourth-quarter
game saves lost his touch? Coach Wade
Phillips said Tuesday that isn't it at all.
'• It's probably other people more than
him to a great extent," he said "You've
got u)give him time to throw the hail, and
he can do his magic"
The Raiders sacked away seven times
Monday night
Phillips said if it way not for Sway's
efforts in both games — Denver trailed at
halftime 30-7 at Green Bay and 13-0
against the Raider) — there would not
have been any opportunity to win in the
fourth quarter_ Elway threw two fourthquarter touchdown passes Monday night
to put the Broncos ahead of the Raiders
briefly, 17-13.
"He's trying to do it, but it just didn't
workout,' Phillips said.
See ELWAY on page 20
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Webber

from page 18

on the court, at practice. hase been
waiting, looking form aid to him coming. So
he'll he welcomed with open anus He'll be
getting all the playing time that he can
mentally ant1 physically stand"
Webber. the first sophomore to he selected with the top overall pick since Magic
Johnson in 1979. has not quite recovered
from an appendectomy and won't join the
Warriors at their training camp until Wednesday.
Webber will take part in light workouts
for a few day and then be eased into team
practices starting Sunday tie probahl won't
CT%

Elway
rark

see any play mg time until the team's last
two preseason games. Oct. 24 at Sacramen
to and (kt. 30 against Seattle.
One of the first things Webber will has e
to do is learn to play. center, a position he is
unaccustomed to after play Mg power lot
ward at Michigan
'When I talked to coach Nelson at the
beginning.I said.'I feel uncomfortable play ing center,'" Webber said. "He said, *You
has e to play center.' Soobs Musty l'm going
to get comfortable play ing center I'm going
to hat e to learn a lot I'm going to play
whatever position they want me to play "
from page 20

Phillips said the Broncos' offensise
line crumbled before the Raiders' fierce
pass rish after looking good in the early
going
"The tirst drive of the game. I don't
think they touched him." said Phillips.
"Once they got a sack on us, it looked like
they went into a frenzy
Elw ay said after the game the Raiders
were confident they could outplay the Broncos.
"I think they feel they can cover our
receivers man-to-man and just rush the passer." Elw ay said

In addition to the set en sacks. Elway
took a helmet to the stomach from Greg
Townsend and an elbow from Aaron Wallace.
Elway was limited to a season-low 188
yards passing He had just 30 passing yards
during the first half, when he was sacked
four tunes His one interception was cosily
-- pocked off in the Raiders' end zone after
Denser had taken the opening kickoff and
moved to the Los Angeles 11
"WC•\e got to come out of the blocks.''
Elss ay said "We're only playing about 10
minutes now

WMEB College Hockey Media Poll
Preseason Oct. 17, 1993(1st place votes in parenthesis):
Points
Record Last Week
Ranking
Team
0-0
151
1) Lake Superior State(10)
131
0-0
2) Wisconsin(3)
0-0
127
3) Boston University (3)
0-0
4) UMaine
90
78
0-0
5) RPI
0-0
72
Mianti(OH)
60
2-0
7) Michigan
49
0-0
8) Michigan St.
41
0-0
9) Halyard
0-0
38
10) Minnesota
Others receiving votes: Clarkson (22). Michigan Tech (20), New Hampshire (8),
I1Mass-Lowell (2).

•World Series

Series has world-wide effect
PIIILA DELPHIA t AP)-- From Europe
to the Middle East to the Himalayas. AMCIicans are try ing to follow the World Series
with satellite dishes and shortwave radios.
It's not so easy.
"Hello,is this the Marine house in Kathmandu?"
"Yes sir Cpl. Sean Walker ;peaking
"I'm calling from The Associated Press
in Philadelphia to see if the Manors in
Nepal are watching the World Senes Major
League Baseball says 103 countnes are get-

ting the game on TV this year and Nepal is
on the list
"No sir llte last i heard Toronto clinched
the American League. and Philadelphia and
Atlanta were still playing"
'Well, I can update you Philly took the
National League pennant and split the first two
games of the World Senes with the Blue
Jays
"Outstanding I'm rooting for Toronto
I'm from Syracuse, and the Jays have a
Triple-A team there."
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!4 wante

Femaid Snack Bar is now hiring-Mon,
We
• • • 45-3p m 7ues arid Thurs,
am
7 30.
-.
ltorig tutor 3-4 hours/wk, 58-10/
hour for 91'1 grader w/ mild learning
disability Call 866-2477
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
needed Ear" up to S2,500. irrxo in canner
es or on fishing vessels Many employers
provide room & board & transportation No
experience necessary For more Informa
bon cal. 206, 545-4155 ext A5067
Male andfemale strippers needed for
busy dance company Call Exotica 9474406 Serious inquiries only
GREEKS.CLUBS-Parse up to S1000in iust
one week Fraternity, sorority • dubs Kis
S1000 for yourself' And a FREE T-SHIRTarst
for calliric: • RrY? 932 05713 DV' 7S

il

,
YOU'RE #1 AND WE WANT YOU! Join
SAA Studer ts Helping Students VVea
5 30 pm, Crossland Alumni Ctr
—WIF
SA
GO THE SPIRIT! Join us We're
the painters of the Bear Paws, Wednes
day, 5 30 pm, Crossland Alumni Center
Free kitten-5 ma old black, to go to
good home,accessories included Please
call ,'e" 866-3850
Free rats: Marty sizes, pets or feeders
Call Jenn 866-481:
Were back! Male & female strippers
for birthdays, fraternity, sorority & spe
cai occasions Call Exotica 947. 4406
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN.Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway, 99 food specials start at 8 00
pm & Paul 1-80C 31 F 8859

isceuaiieous
Adoption: Help us fulfil Ou arearn
Loving ci,-)uple wish to share their home,
life & love with- a baby Please call Marge
aria Pau'800 - 36-8859
Complete workout-Step aerobics
weights 8, more low prices, evening
ark's Fitness Center, Old'own
riar
24`
Car Stereos, alarms- Alf carry DOCk
'yfe

Soundshaoers-'45 E

Breiwei

,

Muscle Power: •00% safe and natural,
"led No drugs. no Ste
-f ' 800-488-0354
roids For

Lost: Pair of green woo+ mittens in onion
Call Guyneth 8664748
Lost: Men's black jacket sv/ green shout
dc's Los: 'C
36 Aubert If found,
call 827-3185
Lost: Key on a dead yellow rubber chici or
key chain by Pat's Pizza Orono Please
call Jeri at 581-7433
Found: Antenna found outside
Cumberland Hall last Friday Stop by the
Marne Campus if it's yours
To place your FREE host and found ad
stop by the Maine Campus or call Fit3'
1273, Monday-Thursday 9 5 Friday
94

f or s
'91 Toyota-4 di, 4 extra tires, AM/FM
stereo cassette, 42,000 miles Exc condition in and out-15000 866-4609
--fentst Protect yourself w/ a
new non-mace like aerosol spray that
renders attackers helpless Non-lethal,
non toxic & only 511 00 Send to V
Mrstretta, 1405 Ave Z, Box 161, Brooklyn,
NY 11235 Order now' 30 day guarantee
Loh-Very sturdy Pala $100,asking 575
Price somewhat neg Cali Amy at 866
7370 or 990 5472
Amiga SOO computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech
Like super VGA and soundblaster builtini 1 Meg memory, 2 disk drives, color
monitor. over 100 games, animation,
and productivity programs Mouse and
2 joysticks S400/8 0 , will consider
trades Jeff 827 7928
19$5 DodgeCharger-New tires, looks
great, low mileage, needs carborator
work $700 00 or 8/0 Call 581 7122
Firewood-Dry, seasoned, split aria de
livered St 15 a cord Call 866-7043, ask
for John
K2 Unlimited VC 200 cm Tyr490-$200
Barfoot Snobrd 165 cm-S150
or
Hot must see Ross AS 190 cm 5o1957S200 Cal 866 2625
Yakima rack
canoe or 6 pr skisS Cr' Wilson Staff Tour blade irons 1
-we 866 2625
in at problems
Psychic Reader
rail. I ' qfir; 288 5440 ext
a
Pc.-,ti
• be 1?
2033. S rl
Co (602; r. • ot
4111111•111111

Orono-WASHFiuRN PLACE Sia60, rno
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1, 1993 Luxury
2 bedroom townhome Ind Heat. wa
ter, and sewer No pets Sec dep &
lease required Close to campus W/D
hook-up Call 945-6955
1 bedroom. ktch, Erg full bath, gas
heat, quiet neighborhood For serious
student, 10 minute walk to campus
866 2366 after 4 30
Students! 3 BR unit in ex cond Close
to campus Really clean S650/mo ,
heated Call Paul at P I Realty 9424815
Orono-Heated two bedroom apt , cen
ri
•r- P" 2816
ioomrnuAs
2 roommates wanted-Wil, nave own
rooms Heat inci Brand new kitchen, bath
Close to campus Call Robin 866-7543
Someone needed to share a 2 bedroom townhouse in Founders'Place Orono
1200 per mo Call Gavle 866-3032
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